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Abstract 

Liquid desiccant air conditioning systems (LDAS) are an energy-efficient and eco-friendly 

alternative to conventional air conditioning systems. The performance of a LDAS significantly 

depends on its simultaneous heat and mass transfer components, namely dehumidifier and 

regenerator. These components are referred to as liquid desiccant energy exchangers (LDEEs) 

since the working fluids (air and desiccant) exchange both heat and moisture. There has been 

a lot of research on LDEEs over the last two decades to improve their performance, thereby 

enhancing the efficiency of the LDAS. The main objective of this comprehensive review paper 

is to summarize the developments of LDEEs. The desiccant material, and design, operating, 

and performance parameters of LDEEs are explained in detail. Even though a lot of research 

has been done on LDEEs, they are not much utilized in the practical heating, ventilation, and 

air conditioning (HVAC) systems. To address this issue, future research should prioritize its 

focus on (i) practical problems of LDEEs such as cross contamination, and leakage and 

blockage of the membrane, (ii) long term performance study in the practical systems, (iii) 

noncorrosive and inexpensive solution, (iv) compatible material for efficient heat and mass 

transfer, and (v) generalized design and performance control methodology. The discussions 

presented in this communication will be useful to ascertain the crucial research gaps that need 

to be addressed by future research studies.  

  

Keywords: Liquid desiccant system, Dehumidifier, Regenerator, Humidity control, Hybrid 

air conditioning system 

Nomenclature  

A  Area (m2) 

C  Heat capacity rate (kW/K) 

Cp  Specific heat capacity (kJ/kg.K) 

Cr  Capacitance ratio 

h  Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 
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hc  Convective heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2.K) 

hfg  Latent enthalpy of condensation (kJ/kg) 

hm  Convective mass transfer coefficient (kg/m2.s) 

m  Mass flow rate (kg/s) 

m*  Mass flow rate ratio 

p  Pressure (Pa) 

Q  Heat transfer (kW) 

Rh  Overall heat transfer resistance (m2.s/ kg) 

Rm  Overall mass transfer resistance (m2.K/ kW) 

T  Temperature (°C) 

Uh  Overall heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2.K) 

Um  Overall mass transfer coefficient (kg/m2.s) 

W  Specific humidity (kgw/kgda) 

X  Concentration  

Greek symbols 

ε   Effectiveness 

η  Efficiency 

 

Subscripts 

a  Air 

act  Actual  

c  Contact material  

cw  Cooling water 

e  Effective  

h  Enthalpy  

in  Inlet 

min   Minimum 

out  Outlet 

r  Regeneration  

s   Solution  

S  Sensible 

t  Total 

v  Water vapor 
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W  Latent  

 

Abbreviations 

AC    Air conditioning 

ACF  All counterflow 

A-LAMEE Adiabatic liquid to air membrane energy exchanger 

A-LDEE Adiabatic liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

APF  All parallel flow 

BA-LDEE Bubble absorption liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

CaCl2  Calcium chloride  

CACS   Conventional air conditioning systems 

CC  Cooling capacity  

CFC  Chlorofluorocarbon  

CFD  Computational fluid dynamics  

CO2  Carbon di oxide  

COP   Coefficient of performance 

CWA  Cooling water and air in counterflow 

CWD  Cooling water and desiccant in counterflow 

DP  Dehumidification perfectness 

DTRC  Desiccant temperature change rate 

E-LDEE Electrodialysis based liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

FF-LDEE Falling film liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

HCFC   Hydrochlorofluorocarbon 

HFC  Hydrofluorocarbon  

HG-LDEE Hyper gravity liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

IAQ  Indoor air quality 

I-LAMEE Internally cooled or heated liquid to air membrane energy exchanger 

I-LDEE Internally cooled or heated liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

LAMEE Liquid to air membrane energy exchanger 

LDAS   Liquid desiccant air conditioning systems 

LDEE   Liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

LDS   Liquid desiccant system 

LiBr  Lithium bromide 
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LiCl  Lithium chloride 

MD  Membrane distillation 

MD-LDEE Membrane distillation based liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

MFR  Moisture flux rate 

MI-LDEE Modified internally cooled or heated liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

MRR  Moisture removal rate   

NTUh  Number of heat transfer units 

NTUm  Number of mass transfer units 

ORO   Osmotically assisted Reverse osmosis 

PB-LDEE  Packed bed liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

Re  Reynolds number  

RO  Reverse osmosis 

RO-LDEE  Reverse osmosis based liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

SHR   Sensible heat ratio 

SC-LDEE Solar collector based liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

TEG  Triethylene glycol  

U-LDEE Ultrasound based liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

V-LDEE Vacuum liquid desiccant energy exchanger 

 

1. Introduction  

Energy systems, both present and future, have the dual challenge [1] of having to meet the 

constantly increasing energy demands with minimum CO2 emissions. Several noteworthy steps 

are being taken to reduce CO2 emissions from the energy systems of all sectors [1]. In the 

building sector, the reduction measures taken are the judicious combination of retrofitting 

existing buildings and strict regulations for new buildings and electric appliances. It is 

anticipated that the carbon reduction measures (i.e., low carbon scenario) will reduce the annual 

energy demand growth from 1.1% to 0.7% in the time frame of 2017 to 2040, as shown in Fig.1 

[2].  It is also observed from the figure that the energy demand growth of the building sector is 

higher than that of the industrial sector [2]. It is expected that air conditioning (AC) systems 

will consume a maximum proportion of the overall electricity used in buildings and will 

account for 30% of the total global electricity demand in 2050 [2]. The increase in living 

standards, rapid urbanization, and greater affordability has led to a surge in the use of AC 
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systems in the building sector. Climate changes have also played a significant role in expanding 

the use of AC systems [2].  

 

 
 

Fig.1: Annual energy demand growth of industrial and building sectors [1] 

 

According to the International Energy Outlook, the global cooling energy demand may increase 

from 850 to 3350 GW, which can double the CO2 emissions in the time frame of 2016 to 2050 

[2]. Therefore, it is essential to use an energy-efficient and eco-friendly AC system to meet the 

increased energy demand with reduced emissions. However, most conventional AC systems 

(CACS) belong to the vapour compression type, which is energy inefficient [3]. This is due to 

its method of humidity control. In CACS, the air is cooled down to its dew point temperature 

to condense the water vapor in it. Consequently, the air is reheated to its supply temperature 

before it enters the air conditioning room. Hence, the air is overcooled for the humidity control 

and subsequently reheated for the temperature control. This makes CACS energy inefficient. 

Moreover, the water condensed from the air during its humidity control facilitates the growth 

of microorganisms and thereby affects the indoor air quality of the air conditioning room [4].  

Besides, the water condensate can re-evaporate into the supply air, which leads to an 

undesirable humidity in the air conditioning room [5]. Moreover, the conventional 

chlorofluorocarbon and hydrochlorofluorocarbon refrigerants of CACS must be eliminated due 

to high global warming and ozone depleting potentials. However, CACS have limitations in 

the elimination of such refrigerants. This is because, the flammable nature of the alternative 
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low global warming potential refrigerants, and the newly introduced ones are more expensive. 

On the other hand, due to the transcritical cycle properties, complete redesign of the current 

system is required to utilize the natural refrigerant [6]. 

Desiccant dehumidification is one of the promising alternatives to CACS for humidity control. 

It is the process of removing the water vapour from the air using a desiccant material, which is 

hygroscopic [7]. Based on the material type, desiccants can be broadly classified as liquid and 

solid types. Liquid desiccants are preferred over the solid desiccants due to their advantages, 

listed as follows [7-9]. 

i. Lesser pressure drop on the airside 

ii. Lesser regeneration temperature 

iii. Higher energy storage 

iv. Higher moisture holding capacity  

v. More flexibility in utilizing the heat source for regeneration   

vi. Can be regenerated during the availability of heat source and stored for further use 

vii. Ability to filter microbial contamination (bacteria, viruses and moulds) 

viii. Appropriate for combined cooling and dehumidification process  

ix. Small and compact system 

 A liquid desiccant system (LDS) utilizes low-grade energy sources such as waste gas or solar 

energy for its desiccant regeneration. Therefore, it is more environmentally friendly when 

compared to CACS.  LDS mostly combines with a sensible cooling system (for the temperature 

control of air) to achieve complete air conditioning [10]. Such a combination of LDS and 

sensible cooling systems is referred to as a hybrid liquid desiccant air conditioning system 

(LDAS). The most used sensible cooling systems are vapour compression, vapour absorption, 

and evaporative cooling systems. The vapour compression assisted LDAS is most promising 

since it is suitable for almost all climatic conditions and also easy to control [7,11]. Here, the 

vapor compression systems are only utilized to control the temperature of desiccant which in 

turn controls the temperature and humidity of air. Hence, the supply air is not cooled down to 

its dewpoint temperature and thus, there is no need of air reheating. Hence, LDAS with vapor 

compression system is energy efficient when compared to vapor compression based CACS. 

The comparison between CACS and LDAS is presented in Table-1 [7, 8, 12].  

Figure 2 shows the schematic of the LDAS. The basic principle of the LDAS is to transfer the 

required amount of heat and moisture from supply air to the exhaust air using the liquid 
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desiccant. The LDAS system has two circuits, namely air and desiccant circuits. The sequential 

operations in the air circuit are explained as follows [13].  

 

Table-1: Comparison between CACS and LDAS [7, 8, 12] 

 

Parameter CACS LDAS 

Indoor air quality Average High 

Energy source 
Electricity or 

natural gas 

Waste heat, solar or any other 

low-grade heat 

Humidity control Average Accurate 

Operational cost High Saves 40 – 50 % 

Energy storage capacity Low High 

Working fluid HFC, CFC, HCFC LiCl, LiBr, CaCl2, TEG 

Effect on environment Harmful Comparatively ecofriendly 

System installation  Average Slightly complicated 

 

 
 

Fig.2: Schematic of LDAS [7] 
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(i) The high humid and temperature supply air (state a1) is cooled (depending upon the 

temperature of liquid desiccant) and dehumidified simultaneously (state a2) in the 

dehumidifier. 

(ii) The temperature of supply air is further adjusted (state a3) to the required supply 

condition in air cooling heat exchanger and supplied to the air conditioning room. 

(iii) The temperature and specific humidity of the supply air increase (state a4) while 

removing the sensible and latent loads of the air conditioning room. 

(iv) The exhaust air enters into the regenerator where it gets heated and humidified (state 

a5) before it is released into the ambient.  

On the other hand, the corresponding cycle of desiccant takes the following path. 

(i) The cooled and concentrated desiccant (state s1) enters the dehumidifier to remove 

the excess heat and moisture from the supply air and gets warmed and diluted while 

it leaves (state s2). 

(ii) The diluted desiccant is heated up (state s3) in desiccant heat exchanger by 

absorbing the heat from the hot concentrated desiccant from the regenerator. 

(iii) The temperature of diluted desiccant is further raised (state s4) to the required level 

in desiccant heating heat exchanger. 

(iv) The diluted desiccant enters the regenerator, where it becomes concentrated (state 

s5) by releasing its water vapor into the exhaust air. 

(v) The hot concentrated desiccant from the regenerator is cooled (state s6) in desiccant 

heat exchanger by the dilute desiccant (state s2) from the dehumidifier. 

(vi) The concentrated desiccant is further cooled down to the required level (state s1) in 

desiccant cooling heat exchanger and enters the dehumidifier to repeat the cycle.   

The process of air and desiccant in the LDAS is summarized in Table-2 [13]. Figure 3 shows 

the typical operating conditions of air and desiccant in the LDAS for the hot and humid climatic 

conditions prevailing in the city of Chennai, India [13]. Numerous experimental and numerical 

studies of LDAS are reported in literature. To gain a better understanding of the performance 

of LDAS, few experimental studies are discussed as follows. Alizadeh [14] tested the solar 

powered LDAS for a building of 120 m2 in the tropical climate of Queensland, Australia. 

Aqueous solution of lithium chloride (LiCl) was used as a desiccant. The results showed that 

the electrical coefficient of performance (COP) of LDAS was 6 and significantly higher than 

CACS. Yamaguchi et al. [15] analyzed the performance of vapor compression based LDAS 

where the dehumidifier and regenerator are combined with the evaporator and condenser, 
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respectively. LiCl and R407C were used as desiccant and refrigerant, respectively. It was found 

that the system could dehumidify 5.9 gw/kgda for the summer climatic conditions of Tokyo, 

Japan. Moreover, the thermal COP of the system was reported as 2.7. In addition, the 

performance study revealed that COP of the system could be enhanced by improving the 

isentropic efficiency of compressor and temperature efficiency of the desiccant heat exchanger.   

 

Table-2: Process of air and desiccant in LDAS [13] 

 

Stream 
State 

points 
Process Place Temperature 

Specific 

humidity 
Concentration 

Air 

a1-a2 
Cooling and 

dehumidification 
Dehumidifier Decreases Decreases - 

a2-a3 Sensible cooling 

Air cooling 

heat 

exchanger 

Decreases - - 

a3-a4 
Heating and 

humidification 

Air 

conditioning 

room 

Increases Increases - 

a4-a5 
Heating and 

humidification 
Regenerator Increases Increases - 

Desiccant 

s1-s2 
Heating and 

diluting  
Dehumidifier Increases - Decreases 

s2-s3 Sensible heating 

Desiccant 

heat 

exchanger 

Increases - - 

s3-s4 Sensible heating 

Desiccant 

heating heat 

exchanger 

Increases - - 

s4-s5 
Cooling and 

concentrating  
Regenerator Decreases - Increases 

s5-s6 Sensible cooling 

Desiccant 

cooling heat 

exchanger 

Decreases - - 

 

Zhao et al. [16] compared the performance of LDAS with CACS for the climatic conditions of 

Shenzhen, China. The results of the study showed that the energy consumption of LDAS was 

32.2 kWh/(m2yr) whereas CACS consumed around 49 kWh/(m2yr). Similar comparison study 

by Bassuoni [17] reported that COP of LDAS was 54% higher than that of CACS and the 

maximum overall energy saving was 46%.  Longo and Gasparella [18] conducted a similar 

comparison study for three years in a flower greenhouse. Aqueous solution of LiCl, potassium 

formate and lithium bromide were used as desiccant in 2010, 2011 and 2012, respectively. The 

energy savings of greenhouse with LDAS was 9.6%, 11.7% and 15.1% in 2010, 2011 and 2012, 

respectively. In addition to the performance, Guan et al. [19] compared the effects of LDAS 
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and CACS on the indoor air quality of the air conditioning room.  The COP of LDAS and 

CACS was in the range of 3.5-4.5 and 1.8-2.3, respectively. Moreover, LDAS performed better 

with respect to the filtration efficiency of particulate matter.  

 

 
 

Fig.3: Typical operating conditions of air and desiccant in membrane based LDAS for the hot 

and humid climatic conditions [13] 

 

In LDAS, the air exchanges both heat and moisture with the desiccant in both the dehumidifier 

and regenerator. Therefore, these components are referred to as liquid desiccant energy 

exchangers (LDEEs). The performance of the LDAS significantly depends on the efficiency of 

such LDEEs [10]. Even though literature focused on LDEEs is voluminous, the present study 

selectively reviews some important investigations, which gives a summary of developments in 

LDEEs so far.  

The main objective of this review is to present an up-to-date comprehensive overview for the 

development of LDEEs. The review starts with the working principle of LDEEs. Then, it 

explains the desiccant material, and design, operating, and performance parameters of LDEEs. 

Further, the operation, flow configuration, merits, and demerits of various types of LDEEs are 

discussed in detail. Moreover, the mathematical models used for the performance evaluation 
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of LDEEs are explained. The present review will be valuable in determining the research gaps 

and discerning promising pathways for future research in the design and operation of LDEEs. 

 

2. Liquid Desiccant Energy Exchangers  

The performance of the LDAS depends on the efficiency of two LDEEs, namely dehumidifier 

and regenerator, as mentioned earlier in Section 1 [10]. The former is responsible for removing 

the required heat and moisture from the supply air, whereas the latter reactivates the desiccant 

for the continuous operation of the LDAS [11]. In the dehumidifier, the vapour pressure in the 

air is higher than that of the desiccant. Consequently, the vapour diffuses through the air-

desiccant interface and gets absorbed into the desiccant. The heat of absorption (the latent heat 

of condensation and heat of mixing) is relesed during this absorption process. On the other 

hand, the vapour pressure of desiccant is higher than that of the air in the regenerator, and 

hence, the water vapour is transferred from desiccant to air. Therefore, the working principle 

of both dehumidifier and regenerator is the same except for the direction of water vapour.  

 

2.1 Desired characteristics  

The desired characteristics to develop an energy-efficient LDEE are listed as follows [8]. 

i. High rates of heat and mass transfer 

ii. Large contact area per unit volume  

iii. Less pressure drop of air  

iv. Made of material which is compatible with desiccant and cost effective 

 

2.2 Heat and mass transfer processes  

Figure 4 shows the equivalent circuit for the heat and mass transfer processes of the LDEE. As 

shown, the processes are interrelated in both LDEEs (dehumidifier and regenerator). In LDEEs, 

the heat transfer process between the air and desiccant influences the temperature of the 

desiccant, which affects the mass transfer process. This is because the mass transfer potential 

depends on the vapour pressure of desiccant, which depends on its temperature. On the other 

hand, due to the heat of absorption, the mass transfer process also influences the temperature 

of the desiccant and hence, it affects the heat transfer potential between the air and desiccant.  

Thus, the mass transfer process influences the heat transfer process and vice versa [13, 20, 21]. 

The mass transfer process of LDEE is directly proportional to the mass transfer potential (i.e., 

the difference between the vapour pressure of air and that at the air-desiccant interface) and 

inversely proportional to its mass transfer resistance [20, 21]. Hence, 
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a s
v

m

W W
m

R

 
  
 

                                             (1) 

Where, vm is the mass of water vapour transferred from air to desiccant, aW is the specific 

humidity of air and sW is the equivalent specific humidity of desiccant (i.e., specific humidity 

of air in equilibrium with the desiccant at the air-desiccant interface).  The overall mass transfer 

resistance ( mR ) is defined as follows [20-22]. 

m m,c

m,a

1R R
h

 
   
 

       (2) 

Where, m,cR is the mass transfer resistance of the contact material between the air and desiccant, 

and m,ah is the convective mass transfer coefficient of air.  

 

 
 

Fig.4: Equivalent circuit for the heat and mass transfer processes of LDEE  

 

Similarly, the heat transfer process of LDEE is directly proportional to the heat transfer 

potential (i.e., the difference between the temperature of air and that at the air-desiccant 

interface) and inversely proportional to its heat transfer resistance. The overall heat transfer 

resistance ( HR ) of LDEE is as follows [13, 20-22]. 

h h,c

c,a c,s

1 1R R
h h

 
    
 

      (3) 

Where, h,cR is the heat transfer resistance of the contact material, and c,ah and c,sh are the 

convective heat transfer coefficient of air and desiccant, respectively. 

 

3. Liquid Desiccant Materials  

Liquid desiccant materials attract water vapour due to their hygroscopic nature. In most cases, 

the desiccant is a mixture of salt and water [7]. When the desiccant salt is dissolved in water 
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(solvent), it decreases the vapour pressure of the solution to lower than that of the pure solvent. 

The vapour pressure decrement depends on concentration and temperature [7]. Equivalent 

specific humidity of desiccant is a measure of its vapour pressure at the given temperature [13]. 

Figure 5 compares the effect of temperature on the equivalent specific humidity of water and 

LiCl desiccant at two different concentrations. As shown, the equivalent specific humidity of 

LiCl desiccant solution is lower than that of water. Moreover, it decreases when the 

concentration is increased (at a given temperature), whereas it increases when the temperature 

is increased (at a given concentration).  Figure 6 compares the specific humidity of air with 

that (equivalent) of LiCl desiccant. As shown, the specific humidity of air is higher than that 

of desiccant, which is the driving potential in LDEE for the dehumidification process and vice 

versa for the regeneration process [20]. Figure 7 shows the processes of desiccant in the LDAS.  

 

3.1 Types of materials  

LDS was initially developed with glycol-based desiccant solutions [12]. However, as glycol 

solutions are very volatile and highly viscous, they increase the economic penalty and 

environmental impacts of LDEE [23]. This resulted in a number of research studies on halide 

salt-based desiccant solutions, which are less volatile and less viscous than glycol solutions. 

However, the corrosive nature of salt desiccants restricts their application. In addition, halide 

salts are relatively costlier than glycol solutions [8]. Consequently, most of the desiccant 

research has focussed on weak organic acids, which are comparatively cheap as well as non-

volatile and less viscous. However, their mass transfer performance is lower than that of salt-

based desiccants [24]. Currently, ionic liquids are considered as a good alternative to salt-based 

desiccants due to their lower vapour pressure, lower regeneration temperature and non-

corrosiveness [25].  

The most common desiccants of all types (i.e., glycol based, halide salt based, weak organic 

acids and ionic liquid) studied so far are Calcium chloride, Diethyleneglycol, Dipropylene 

glycol, Lithium bromide, Lithium chloride, Lithium iodide, Magnesium chloride, Potassium 

acetate, Potassium fluoride, Potassium formate, Propyleneglycol, Sodium acetate, Sodium 

formate, Sodium lactate, Tetra-ethyleneglycol, Triethylene glycol, Zinc chloride and 1-Ethyl-

3-methylimidazolium acetate [12, 7, 24-27]. There are very limited studies on the performance 

comparison of desiccant solutions. Mostly the comparison studies are focussed only on the 

halide salt-based desiccants. The comparison studies [4, 7, 18, 28] revealed that the desiccant 

with low vapor pressure performs better. 
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Fig.5: Comparison of equivalent specific humidity of water and LiCl desiccant 

 

 
 

 Fig.6: Comparison of specific humidity of air and LiCl desiccant 

 

3.2 Properties 

The properties of the desiccants that influence the performance as well as operating and initial 

costs of LDEEs are listed in Table-3 [28]. The desirable properties of desiccant materials are 

as follows [7- 10].  

i. High density 

ii. High heat transfer 

iii. Large saturation absorption capacity 

iv. Low cost 

v. Low crystallization point 
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vi. Low regeneration temperature 

vii. Low vapour pressure 

viii. Low viscosity 

ix. Non-corrosive 

x. Non-flammable 

xi. Non-toxic 

xii. Non-volatile 

xiii. Odourless 

xiv. Stable 

 

  
 

Fig.7: Liquid desiccant processes in LDAS [7] 

 

Table-3: Properties of desiccant materials [28] 

 

Classification Property 

Absorption properties 

Equivalent specific humidity 

Heat of absorption 

Diffusion coefficient 

Energy storage capacity 

Transport properties 

Specific heat capacity 

Viscosity 

Density 

Thermal conductivity 

Surface tension 

Economic and 

environmental 

properties 

Cost 

Safety 

Material compatibility 
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The effects of desiccant properties are interrelated, and thus, selecting an appropriate desiccant 

for the given operating conditions is critical. Studak and Peterson [29] developed a marking 

criterion (figure of merit) for selecting a suitable desiccant. Table-4 lists the figure of merits 

for the characteristics and properties of the desiccant.  The pure desiccants developed so far do 

not have all the desired properties which are listed above. Therefore, the desiccants are mixed 

in different proportions to achieve the desired properties. Most of the earlier works on mixed 

desiccants were focussed on lowering the vapour pressure, regeneration temperature and cost 

[24, 26].  The performance influencing properties of desiccants can also be modified by the 

addition of additives [30]. The addition of copper [31, 32], iron [33], silver [34], aluminium 

oxide [35], ferric oxide [35], zinc ferrite [35] nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes [36] to the 

desiccant significantly improves its thermal conductivity, which in turn improves the 

performance of the LDEE.  Surfactant-based additives also enhance the performance of the 

LDEE by improving the wettability of desiccants on its contact surface [30]. The most used 

surfactants are polyether-modified siloxane [37], triton X-100 [38], 1-octanol [39] and 2-ethyl-

1-hexanol [40]. However, these surfactants are poisonous and odorous. To mitigate these 

problems, Wen et al. [41] proposed a new surfactant, Polyvinyl Pyrrolidone (0.4%), which 

improved the moisture removal rate of LDEE by 22%. The surfactant, hydroxyethyl urea not 

only increases the wettability but also reduces the corrosive nature of LiCl desiccant [42].  

 

Table-4: Weighing factors and figures of merits for desiccant selection [29] 

 

Characteristics  Weighing factor  Figure of merit 

Safety 1 Lethal dose (LD50) 

Corrosion 0.8 Corrosion rate 

Mass transfer potential 0.8 Equivalent vapor pressure 

Heat of absorption 0.6 Energy/ kg of absorbed water 

Cost of desiccant 0.5 Cost/100 kg of solution 

Heat transfer potential 0.5 Thermal conductivity 

Parasitic power losses 0.3 Viscosity 

 

4. Performance Parameters  

The parameters used to evaluate the performance of the LDEE for its dehumidification and 

regeneration processes are discussed as follows.  

 

4.1 Performance parameters for dehumidification process in adiabatic LDEE  

4.1.1 Moisture removal rate (MRR)  

It is the total amount of moisture transferred from the supply air to the desiccant. It is given as 

follows [7].  
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,a a,outa in
)(  MRR m W W            (4)  

Where, am is the mass flow rate, and a,inW and a,outW are the inlet and outlet specific humidity of 

air, respectively.  

4.1.2 Latent effectiveness (ƐW) 

It is the ratio of actual moisture transfer from the supply air to the desiccant to the maximum 

possible moisture transfer that can take place. It is calculated as [7] 

a,outa,in
W

a,in s,in s,in s,in
@ , }

 
 

 {

W W

W W X T






       (5) 

Where, s,inW  is the inlet equivalent specific humidity of desiccant, which is calculated as a 

function of its inlet temperature s,in( )T  and concentration s,in( )X [43].  

4.1.3 Sensible effectiveness (ƐS) 

It is the ratio of actual sensible heat transfer from the supply air to the desiccant to the maximum 

possible sensible heat transfer that can take place [7]. It is given as follows. 

a,outa,in

S

a,in s,in

 
 
T T

T T






          (6) 

Where, a,inT and a,outT are the inlet and outlet temperature of the air, respectively. In hot and 

humid conditions, the inlet temperature of desiccant is lower than that of air in adiabatic LDEE 

(A-LDEE). Consequently, the desiccant absorbs both the heat and moisture from the air. 

However, in certain operating conditions, the air may be heated due to the heat of absorption 

released during dehumidification processes. Therefore, sensible effectiveness can be less than 

zero [44,45].  

4.1.4 Enthalpy effectiveness (Ɛh) 

Air exchanges both heat and moisture with the desiccant in the LDEE, as mentioned earlier in 

Section 1. Therefore, the changes in the air conditions can be quantified using its enthalpy. 

Enthalpy effectiveness is extensively used in the performance evaluation of direct contact 

LDEE [46]. It is the ratio of actual enthalpy transfer from the supply air to the desiccant to the 

maximum possible enthalpy transfer that can take place. It is calculated as,  

a,outa,in

h

a,in s,in

 
 
h h

h h






          (7) 

Where, a,inh and a,outh are the inlet and outlet enthalpy of air, respectively and s,inh is the inlet 

enthalpy of desiccant. 
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4.1.5 Total effectiveness (Ɛt) 

It is the ratio of actual energy transfer from the supply air to the desiccant to the maximum 

possible energy transfer that can take place [22]. Thus,  
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         (8) 

Where, *H is the operating factor of the dehumidifier [47]. It is the ratio of latent to sensible 

energy difference across the LDEE. It can be observed from Eqn. (8) that the total effectiveness 

is essentially a weighted average of the sensible and latent effectiveness. When *H tends to 

∞, the total effectiveness is close to latent effectiveness (i.e., dominant moisture transfer). 

Similarly, when *H tends to 0, the total effectiveness is close to sensible effectiveness (i.e., 

negligible moisture transfer) [47]. The total effectiveness is extensively used in the 

performance evaluation of Liquid-to-Air Membrane Energy Exchanger (LAMEE) [48].  

4.1.6 Mass transfer coefficient (hm)  

It is defined as the ratio of the moisture removal rate per unit area [49]. It is given as follows,  

 m
a,in s,in s,in s,in
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       (9) 

Where, A  is the contact area between the air and desiccant.  

4.1.7 Cooling Capacity of Air (CCa) 

It is the amount of cooling energy transferred from the supply air to the desiccant [50]. It is 

given as follows, 

a a a,outa,in( )CC m h h            (10) 

4.1.8 Sensible heat ratio (SHR)  

The heat transfer process in the LDEE depends not only on the inlet temperature of air and 

desiccant but also on the heat of absorption. As a result, the sensible heat transfer process is 

not necessarily equal to the mass transfer process in the LDEE. Therefore, SHR was introduced 

as a performance parameter to find out the most influenced process in the LDEE [51]. SHR is 

defined as the ratio between the sensible and total heat transfer from the supply air to the 

desiccant. It is calculated as, 

 a p,a

a

a,outa,in  
 
m C T T

SHR
CC

  
        (11) 

Where, p,aC is the specific heat capacity of air.  
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4.1.9 Moisture flux rate (MFR)  

It is defined as the ratio of moisture removal rate to the overall mass transfer conductance [20]. 

It is used to evaluate the LDEE based on the inlet conditions of the streams. Moreover, it is 

independent of the size of the LDEE, and thus, it makes the evaluation more general. MFR is 

calculated as follows,  

m

 
U

MRR
MFR

A



          (12) 

Where, 
mU is the overall mass transfer coefficient of the LDEE. 

4.1.10 Desiccant temperature change rate (DTRC)  

If the desiccant heats up more during the dehumidification process, the required heating of 

desiccant for its regeneration process decreases. Similarly, if the desiccant cools down more 

during the regeneration process, then the required cooling of desiccant for its dehumidification 

process decreases. Therefore, DTCR is defined to evaluate the temperature change of desiccant 

(i.e., desiccant’s sensible performance) in the LDEE [52]. It is calculated as follows,  

s,outs,in
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Where, s,outT is the outlet temperature of the desiccant. 

4.1.11 Dehumidification perfectness (DP)  

The conventional sensible or latent effectiveness definition is applicable only for the 

counterflow arrangement where the outlet of supply air is located exactly at the same place as 

the inlet of desiccant. However, such a flow operating condition is not valid for the parallel or 

crossflow configurations of the LDEE.  Therefore, Yang et al. [53] introduced a new parameter, 

“dehumidification perfectness”, to evaluate the performance of the LDEE in parallel or 

crossflow arrangement. DP is calculated as follows,  

a,out,acta,in
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         (14) 

Where, a,out,actW and 
a,out,ideal

W are outlet specific humidity of air at actual and ideal conditions, 

respectively [53].  

4.2 Performance parameters for dehumidification processes in internally cooled or 

heated LDEE  

Most of the performance parameters for A-LDEE discussed so far are applicable to internally 

cooled or heated LDEE (I-LDEE), except for few effectiveness parameters. The definitions of 

such effectiveness are discussed as follows.  
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4.2.1 Sensible effectiveness (ƐS) 

The sensible effectiveness of I-LDEE is derived based on the definitions of three fluid heat 

exchangers. The typical operating conditions of the LDEE under hot and humid climatic 

conditions (i.e., the air is cooled and dehumidified by the desiccant) are: (i) heat capacity rate 

of air is higher than that of the desiccant and cooling streams and (ii) the inlet temperature of 

cooling stream is lower than that of air and desiccant [54]. Then, the sensible effectiveness can 

be calculated using the following equation,  
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Where, cw,inT is the inlet temperature of cooling water.  

4.2.2 Latent effectiveness (ƐW) 

The definition of latent effectiveness is similar for both A-LDEE and I-LDEE. However, due 

to the cooling of desiccant by the cooling stream, the equivalent specific humidity of desiccant 

is calculated based on the temperature of the cooling stream [54]. The latent effectiveness 

equation is given as follows,  
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Similarly, the inlet temperature of cooling water should be used instead of the inlet temperature 

of desiccant in the equations of enthalpy effectiveness [Eqn. (7)] and mass transfer coefficient 

[Eqn. (9)] for its application in I-LDEE.  

 

4.3 Performance parameters for regeneration processes in A-LDEE  

Even though dehumidification parameters discussed so far are mostly focused on the airside 

parameters; theoretically, they are valid for the regeneration process as well. However, the 

main focus of the regeneration process is on desiccant side parameters. Therefore, similar 

performance parameters are developed using desiccant parameters and they are listed as 

follows [55].  

4.3.1 Moisture removal rate: ,s s,outs in
)(  MRR m X X       (17) 

Where, s,outX is the outlet concentration of desiccant.  

4.3.2 Sensible effectiveness: 
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Where, saltm and p,saltC are the mass flow rate and specific heat capacity of salt, respectively; 

sm  and p,sC are mass flow rate and specific heat capacity of desiccant, respectively, and fgh is 

the enthalpy of absorption.  

4.3.3 Latent effectiveness: 
s,outsalt p,salt s,in

W
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4.3.4 Total effectiveness:  
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4.3.5 Regeneration efficiency (ƞr) 

It is defined as the actual latent energy from the desiccant to air during the regeneration process, 

to the heat energy supplied ( rQ ) to the desiccant [56]. It is used to evaluate the energy utilization 

efficiency of the desiccant and is calculated as follows,  

fg
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            (21) 

 

5. Design Parameters  

In addition to operating parameters, the heat and mass transfer performance of the LDEE 

significantly depends on the design parameters, which are discussed as follows [54, 57].  

 

5.1 Mass flow rate ratio (m*) 

It is the ratio of the mass flow rate of air to desiccant and is calculated as follows, 

* s

a

m

m
m            (22) 

Where, am and sm are the mass flow rate of air and desiccant, respectively. The performance of 

the A-LDEE increases when the mass flow rate ratio is decreased. 

 

5.2 Capacitance ratio (Cr) 

It is the ratio of heat capacity rate of desiccant to air in the A-LDEE. It is given as,  

s
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Where, sC and aC are the heat capacity rate of desiccant and air, respectively. The performance 

of the A-LDEE increases with an increase in the capacitance ratio. Due to the additional stream 
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in the I-LDEE, there are additional capacitance ratios for the dehumidification process, which 

are listed as follows.  
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Where,
cwC , cwm and p,cwC are the heat capacity rate, mass flow rate and specific heat capacity 

of the cooling stream, respectively. Similarly, there are additional capacitance ratios (with 

respect to hot stream) in I-LDEE for the regeneration process.  

 

5.3 Number of heat transfer units  

The number of heat transfer units denotes the heat transfer capability of the LDEE. It is given 

as, 

h
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Where, hU is the overall heat transfer coefficient and min,s/aC is the minimum heat capacitance 

rate between the air and desiccant. The performance of the LDEE increases with an increase in 

NTUh.  

 

5.4 Number of mass transfer units  

The number of mass transfer units signifies the mass transfer capability of the LDEE. It is 

calculated as,  

m
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          (27) 

Where, min,s/am is the minimum mass flow rate between the air and desiccant. The performance 

of the LDEE increases with an increase in NTUm.  

 

5.5 Effective capacitance ratio (Cre)  

To adopt the standard effectiveness-NTU (Ɛ-NTU) equations of heat exchangers to LDEE for 

its sensible effectiveness, Kamali [58] proposed an effective capacitance ratio (Cre) which is 

the ratio between the temperature change of desiccant and air in the LDEE.  
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5.6 Effective mass flow rate ratio ( *

em )  

To adopt the standard Ɛ-NTU equations of heat exchangers to LDEE for its latent effectiveness, 

Kamali [58] proposed an effective mass flow rate ratio ( *

em ) which is the ratio between the 

specific humidity change of desiccant and air in the LDEE.  
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Where, s,outW  is the outlet equivalent specific humidity of the desiccant. 

 

6. Operating Parameters  

The air and desiccant are the two main streams in A-LDEE. The parameters of air are mass 

flow rate, and inlet temperature and specific humidity. The mass flow rate of air depends on 

the application of the LDAS. The other parameters, namely, the temperature and specific 

humidity, depend on the climatic conditions of the application. The climatic design data of 

ASHRAE lists the design values of temperature and specific humidity for various climatic 

conditions [59]. Since the air parameters depend on the application and climatic conditions, the 

desiccant parameters are used to improve or control the performance of the LDEE. The 

parameters of the desiccant are mass flow rate, and inlet temperature and concentration. Table-

5 lists the desired characteristics and optimum range of the desiccant parameters [7]. The 

operating parameters of the cooling or heating stream (i.e., temperature and mass flow rate) are 

used to maintain the desired desiccant conditions in the I-LDEE.  

 

Table-5: Desired conditions of desiccant parameters in the LDEE [7] 

 

Parameters  

Desired 

condition for 

maximum 

MRR 

Effects  Optimum range  

Mass flow 

rate 
High  

Needs more 

pumping power and 

large storage tanks 

1.5-3 times and 0.5-1 time the 

mass flow rate of air for           the 

A-LDEE and I-LDEE, 

respectively 

Temperature  Low 
Needs more 

cooling energy 

20-25⁰C  and 45-55⁰C at the inlet 

of the A-LDEE for 

dehumidification and regeneration 

processes, respectively 

Concentration  High 
Needs more 

regeneration energy 

Depends on the type of desiccant 

and varies between 0.3-0.5 for the 

desiccants of salt solution type 
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7. LDEE Classifications  

The performance of the LDAS significantly depends on the efficiency of the LDEEs [9], as 

mentioned earlier in Section 1. Besides the humidity control in comfort air conditioning, LDAS 

has a wide variety of applications such as humidity control in textile mills, drying of natural 

gas, gas absorption, and crop drying [60]. Thus, LDEEs are developed in different approaches 

in terms of applications and also based on flow configuration, contact between the air and 

desiccant, etc. Figure 8 shows the broad classifications of LDEEs.  The operation, flow 

configuration, merits, and demerits of various types of LDEEs are discussed in detail as 

follows.  

 
 

Fig.8: Classification of LDEEs 

 

7.1 Direct contact LDEE 

The air and desiccant streams are in direct contact with each other during the heat and mass 

transfer processes in the direct contact LDEE. Most of the previous works on LDEEs have 

concentrated on direct contact type due to its high effectiveness, simple structure and easy 

arrangement [24]. As a result, different types of direct contact LDEEs have been developed so 

far, as shown in Fig.8, and such types are discussed as follows.  

 

7.1.1 Packed bed LDEE  

Air exchanges its heat and moisture with the desiccant in the presence of packing fills in the 

packed bed LDEE (PB-LDEE). PB-LDEE has a higher heat and mass transfer performance 
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when compared to most other of the direct contact LDEEs, and thus, it is the most studied direct 

contact type in literature [7]. In addition to air conditioning, the packed bed is widely used for 

gas separation and absorption in chemical industries. Hence, its desirable design characteristics 

are well established, and they are listed as follows [61].  

i. Should operate in the loading region (a region where the gas flow rate does not 

influence the liquid holdup), which assures a surface area to achieve maximum mass 

transfer performance  

ii. Packing size should not be greater than 1/8 of the column diameter  

iii. Should have an efficient liquid distribution 

Figure 9 lists the stepwise procedure for the preliminary design of PB-LDEE [62]. In PB-

LDEE, the packing fills provide contact area for the heat and mass transfer processes between 

the air and desiccant. Therefore, the selection and arrangement of such fills play a significant 

role in the design and performance of the PB-LDEE.  

 
 

Fig.9: Flow chart for the stepwise procedure for the preliminary design of PB-LDEE 

[61, 62] 

 

The desirable requirements of the packing fill are [12,63]:  

i. Maximize the contact areas between the air and desiccant to improve the performance  

ii. Maximize the void space per unit volume which decreases resistance to airflow 

iii. Minimize friction to reduce the pressure drop 

iv. Minimize cost  

v. Promote the uniform distribution and flow of streams throughout the packed bed  
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vi. Should be chemically inert and capable of structurally withstanding the air velocity  

vii. Provision to arrange with optimum spacing (6-8 mm) between its layers  

Packing fills are broadly classified as structured and random types. In the former, the fills are 

in fixed geometric form, whereas, in the latter, they are in an irregular geometric shape, which 

are randomly arranged in the PB-LDEE, as shown in Fig.10 [8]. Figure 11 shows the 

photographic views of various structured and random packing fills [64] and the comparison 

between these packing fills is presented in Table-6 [63]. Packing fills such as raschig rings, 

intalox saddles, and berl saddles are widely used for random packing. The commonly used 

structured fills are cellulose rigid media pads, wood grids, expanded metal lash packing, and 

double spiral rings [26]. Of late, ceramic and plastic fills are being extensively used to mitigate 

the corrosion of liquid desiccants. Even though plastic fills are lightweight and inexpensive, 

they are not suitable for the regeneration process due to the higher temperature of desiccant 

[26]. The wettability of liquid desiccant over the packing fills considerably influences the 

performance of the PB-LDEE. Therefore, several studies have focused on improving the 

wetting area by providing a coating to the surface of the packing fills. Notably, the coating 

made of titanium oxide doubles the moisture removal rate of the LDEE [27].  

 

(a) (b)  

 

Fig.10: Schematic of PB-LDEE with (a) structured and (b) random packing fills 

 

PB-LDEE with random fills has not only higher mass transfer performance but also higher 

pressure drop in the airside [65]. Moreover, the random fills require a higher desiccant flow 

rate to achieve good wetting characteristics [66]. Furthermore, the performance, pressure drop 

and wetting characteristics depend on the type and arrangement of fills [8].  Hence, nowadays, 
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the configurations of the fills are efficiently developed (Fig.12) to (i) increase the contact area 

for the given volume, (ii) improve the wettability of desiccant and (iii) decrease the pressure 

drop [66].  

 

 
 

Fig.11: Photographic views of structured and random packings [64] 

 

 
 

Fig.12: Development of random packings for gas absorption [66] 
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Table-6: Comparison between structured and random packings [63] 

 

Structured packing Random packing 

Uniform flow channel  Non-uniform flow due to irregular packing structure  

Expensive Inexpensive  

Lesser airside pressure drop 
Higher airside pressure drop due to irregular packing 

shape  

Higher surface area  Lesser surface area due to its arrangement  

Difficult to transport without 

damage 
Easy to transport and store 

 

The air and desiccant are in direct contact in the PB-LDEE, as mentioned earlier. As a result, 

the air carries tiny droplets of desiccant (desiccant carryover) to the air conditioning space. 

This deteriorates the indoor air quality, which can be hazardous to the health of the occupants. 

Moreover, the desiccant carryover corrodes not only the air handling equipment and ducts but 

also the equipment and instruments in the air conditioning space. Even though PB-LDEE offers 

high heat and mass transfer performance, the issues due to desiccant carryover restrict its 

applications in various sectors, including comfort air conditioning [7]. These desiccant 

carryover issues are relatively predominant in PB-LDEE with random fills since it requires a 

higher desiccant flow rate to achieve a wetting area equal to that of structured fills [27]. Several 

types of innovative filters have been developed to reduce the desiccant carryover by air. 

However, they significantly increase the pressure drop of air, and consequently increase the 

running cost of the LDAS.  

 

7.1.2 Spray tower LDEE 

Spray tower is an alternative design to PB-LDEE in terms of simpler construction, lesser cost, 

and more compactness [24]. In the spray tower LDEE, the desiccant is finely atomized and 

sprayed to improve the contact area between the air and desiccant [27]. In addition to LDAS, 

the spray tower design is widely used in the closed sorption systems (i.e., absorption 

refrigeration systems) [67, 68]. Hence, the research findings from such systems are generally 

applicable to the LDAS. The droplet size plays a significant role in the performance of the 

spray tower LDEE [10]. It depends not only on the desiccant properties but also on the design 

of the desiccant spray system. The droplet speed also influences the performance of the spray 

tower LDEE. An increase in the speed increases its Reynolds number and decreases its 

residence time in the LDEE. The former increases the mass transfer rate due to droplet 

circulation, whereas the latter reduces the transfer rate owing to less contact time between the 

air and desiccant. These counteracting factors should be considered while designing the spray 
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system to have a net positive effect on the performance of the LDEE [67]. The pressure drop 

of air in the spray tower LDEE is lesser than that of PB-LDEE due to the absence of packing 

fills.  Moreover, the former type requires a lower desiccant flow due to its high contact area 

[69].  However, due to the fine sprayed droplets, the possibility of desiccant carryover with the 

air is more predominant in spray tower LDEE [10]. The lesser the droplet size, the more the 

probability of desiccant carryover [70]. Therefore, the droplet size determines not only the 

performance of the LDEE but also the amount of desiccant carryover. A new design for spray 

tower LDEE was proposed by Kumar et al. [70] to avoid the desiccant carryover. The proposed 

tower was divided into main and zero carryover sections, as shown in Fig.13. The air from the 

main section was rested in the enlarged free space before it was exhausted from the tower. The 

velocity of the air was reduced (1 to 0.75 m/s) in the zero carryover section. This reduced the 

uplifting drag force on the desiccant droplets, and consequently, the droplets fell back to the 

main section. Therefore, the desiccant carryover was avoided in the proposed tower design 

without any additional pressure drop in the air stream. Moreover, the restriction in the droplet 

size due to desiccant carryover was evaded in the proposed tower design [70].  

 

 
 

Fig.13: Innovative zero carryover spray tower LDEE [70] 

 

7.1.3 Falling film LDEE 

In the falling film LDEE (FF-LDEE), the desiccant flows by gravity as a continuous thin film 

over the surface of tubes or plates, which can be arranged either horizontally or vertically, as 
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shown in Fig.14. Besides the operating conditions and contact area, the performance of the FF-

LDEE depends on film thickness, desiccant wettability, and its geometry [24,71, 72].  

 

(a)  (b)  

 

Fig.14: Schematic of (a) plate and (b) shell and tube type FF-LDEE 

 

The advantages of the FF-LDEE are (i) lower pressure drop than PB-LDEE, (ii) good 

performance even at low desiccant and airflow rates, (iii) suitable to provide additional cooling 

or heating streams, (iv) stable flow and (v) constant contact area [24,69,72].  Moreover, the 

risk of desiccant carryover is lesser than in the spray tower LDEE [11]. The constraints of 

falling film configuration are the difficulty in maintaining the required film thickness 

throughout the LDEE [73] and higher construction costs [24]. The corrosive nature of the liquid 

desiccant has promoted the utilization of plastic materials in the LDEE. However, such 

materials' wettability and thermal conductivity are lower compared to conventional materials 

such as stainless steel, copper, aluminium, etc. [74]. Therefore, the surface coating of material 

becomes essential to improve either the wettability of alternative material (i.e., plastic) or the 

corrosion resistance of the conventional materials [74, 75].  

The performance of the FF-LDEE can be improved by altering the plate structures. An earlier 

study showed that LDEE with curved fin has a 10% better performance than that with straight 

fins. With both surface treatment using titanium oxide and curved fins, the performance can be 

improved by 47% [76]. In FF-LDEE, the air comes into contacts with the desiccant at the film 

surface. Thus, most part of the desiccant film (area underneath the film) do not comes into 

contacts with the air.  To utilize the unused desiccant in the film, Islam et al. [77] proposed a 
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film inverting configuration, as depicted in Fig.15. As shown, the baffles are used to invert the 

film, and thus, the inner part of the film comes into contacts with air. This improves the heat 

and mass transfer performance of the LDEE.  The falling film configuration is extensively used 

in closed absorption systems. In such systems, various surface modifications such as scratched 

surfaces (to increase the surface roughness), curvature tubes, fluted tubes, micro-finned tubes, 

corrugated plates, and finned plates have been employed to improve the performance [78]. 

These modifications can be directly or indirectly applied to the FF-LDEE to improve its 

performance.  

 

 (a)   (b)  

 

Fig.15: Film inverting configurations of (a) plate and (b) shell and tube types FF-LDEE [77] 

 

7.1.4 Solar collector based LDEE  

One of the main advantages of using the LDAS is the utilization of low-grade energy sources 

for the regeneration of its desiccant [69]. Most of the earlier studies have focused on solar 

energy utilization (as a low-grade energy source) due to the relative coincidence of peak 

cooling load and solar insolation [10]. Solar energy can be used either directly or indirectly to 

regenerate the desiccant. In the indirect type, a heat transfer fluid collects the heat energy in a 

solar collector. Subsequently, the fluid either preheats the desiccant in a heat exchanger before 

it reaches the LDEE or heats the desiccant simultaneously during its regeneration process in 

the LDEE.  However, in the direct type, the desiccant itself circulates in the solar collector to 

collect the heat energy for its regeneration [12]. Therefore, the direct type combines the effects 

of photothermal transformation and regeneration of the desiccant [79]. Hence, it is more 

efficient than the indirect type in terms of solar utilization ratio [40] and is referred to as solar 

collector based LDEE (SC-LDEE), which was first developed by Kakabaev et al. [41] in 1969. 
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Due to the direct utilization of solar energy, the performance of SC-LDEE is better than that of 

conventional regeneration techniques, as shown in Fig.16 [24].  Unlike all other LDEEs 

discussed so far, SC-LDEE is only used as a regenerator in the LDAS.  

 

 
 

Fig.16: Comparison between SC-LDEE and conventional LDEE regeneration types [24] 

 

SC-LDEE simplifies and reduces the initial and running costs of the LDAS due to the absence 

of a separate desiccant regeneration chamber [24]. The geometry of the SC-LDEE is similar to 

that of the FF-LDEE. Therefore, the research outcomes of the FF-LDEE in terms of wettability, 

film thickness, inclination, and flow configuration are expected to be applicable for the SC-

LDEE [10]. SC-LDEE is broadly classified as open, closed, and connective types, which are 

discussed as follows.  

7.1.4.1 Open type SC-LDEE 

The open type SC-LDEE is the simplest one (Fig. 17(a)) in which the desiccant flows over the 

surface of the collector, and consequently, gets heated up. As a result, the vapour pressure of 

the desiccant increases more than that of the ambient air, and hence, the desiccant gets 

concentrated by releasing its vapour to the ambient air. Adverse climatic conditions, such as 

gales and rain, can affect the performance of the open type SC-LDEE. The efficiency of the 

open type SC-LDEE is comparatively lower due to its heat loss to the ambient [12].  
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(a) (b)  

                                                                                                             

Fig.17: Schematic diagram of (a) open and (b) closed type SC-LDEE 

 

7.1.4.2 Closed type SC-LDEE 

The configuration of the closed type SC-LDEE is similar to that of the open type except for the 

addition of a top glass cover, as shown in Fig. 17(b). As a result, the influences of weather 

conditions and ambient heat losses are significantly reduced. As depicted in Fig. 17(b), the 

vapour evaporated from the desiccant is condensed underneath the top glass cover. In a single-

stage, the latent heat of condensation is wasted since it is rejected to the ambient air. To utilize 

the latent heat, a multi-stage design was proposed and found to be more efficient than the 

single-stage [24].  The condensate increases the vapour pressure of ambient air, which in turn 

decreases the performance of the closed type SC-LDEE [12]. The operation of the solar still is 

similar to that of the closed type SC-LDEE. Therefore, the research findings of the solar still 

can be used to design an efficient closed type SC-LDEE [24]. To employ the advantages of 

both open and closed types, Gadhidasan and Al-Farayedhi [82] proposed a partly closed type, 

which is shown in Fig.18. 

7.1.4.3 Convective type SC-LDEE 

The air is ventilated in the convective type SC-LDEE by providing openings at both ends, as 

shown in Fig.19. The ventilation can be natural or forced by an external device [83, 84]. In the 

naturally ventilated type, the length of the collector plate is limited by the randomness of the 

wind flow direction. This may create a stagnant air pocket in the desiccant film, which in turn 

reduces the performance [10]. Yang et al. [85, 86] proposed a double glass forced convective 

SC-LDEE, which was more efficient than that of other SC-LDEEs discussed so far.  
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Fig.18: Schematic diagram of partly closed type SC-LDEE 

 

 
 

Fig.19: Schematic diagram of convective type SC-LDEE 

 

7.1.5 Pressurized LDEE 

The dehumidification of compressed air is essential in various applications such as 

pharmaceutical manufacturing, food production, electrolytic plant, clean-room, pneumatic 

system of aircraft, refinery, and plasma preparation [87, 88]. Yin et al. [89] proposed a liquid 

desiccant based compressed air dryer (pressurized LDEE) as an alternative to the conventional 

system, which is based on either condensation or solid desiccant type. Figure 20 shows the 

schematic of the compressed air-drying system with pressurized LDEE. The system has air and 

desiccant circuits. The sequential operations in the process air circuit are (i) the pressure of air 
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is increased by the compressor, (ii) the temperature of the air is reduced by the desiccant in the 

heat exchanger, (iii) air is further cooled down to its dew point temperature in the air cooler, 

and consequently, it is dehumidified initially, (iv) air is further dehumidified in the pressurized 

LDEE by the desiccant and (v) the pressure of air is reduced to atmospheric level by the 

throttling valve before it is exhausted.  The pressurized LDEE was applied only for the 

dehumidification processes in the proposed system. The corresponding variations in the total 

and vapour pressures and specific humidity of the air in the proposed system are shown in 

Fig.21.  

 

 
Fig.20: Schematic of pressurized LDEE based compressed air-drying system [89] 

 

 
Fig.21: Schematic of variations in the air properties in the proposed system [89] 
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In contrast to the other types, the pressurized LDEE operates at a higher pressure. Therefore, 

the dehumidification performance of the pressurized LDEE is also better than that of the other 

types of LDEEs. Consequently, the air can be dried to a lower specific humidity (<1 gw/kgda). 

In the proposed system (Fig.20), the air was dried up to 0.9 gw/kgda at an operating pressure of 

0.5 MPa. In addition, the effectiveness was around 0.9 for most of the operating conditions 

[89].  It is expected that the energy consumption of LDAS would increase due to the addition 

of the compressor. However, the increase in the moisture removal rate and internal desiccant 

heating by the hot compressed air can make the performance of LDAS with pressurized LDEE 

comparable to or better than that with other types of LDEEs. 

 

7.1.6 Ultrasound based LDEE 

The performance of the LDEE mainly depends on the contact area between the air and 

desiccant, as discussed earlier. Therefore, to improve the contact area, the desiccant is finely 

atomized (≈50 µm diameter) using a transducer in the ultrasound-based LDEE (U-LDEE), as 

shown in Fig.22. Even though ultrasound technology is now widely used in many applications, 

it was introduced to the LDEE only a decade ago by Wang et al. [90] in 2010.  It is essential to 

design and operate the U-LDEE at the optimum desiccant droplet size to achieve maximum 

mass transfer performance [91].  

 

 
 

Fig.22: Desiccant droplets generated in U-LDEE [92] 

 

U-LDEE not only requires a lower desiccant flow rate (40-75%) and regeneration temperature 

(around 4.5ºC) but also consumes less energy (60%) than PB-LDEE [91-93].  During the heat 

and mass transfer processes, the desiccant droplets can easily drift and adhere to the wall of U-

LDEE. Then, the desiccant droplets group together and form a film on the wall. This reduces 
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the contact area between the air and desiccant and thereby deteriorates the performance of the 

U-LDEE [94]. To mitigate this issue, Yang et al. [90] proposed a design methodology to 

calculate the minimum height of the U-LDEE using the criterion “droplet suspension rate” 

which is defined as the ratio of the mass proportion of droplets that remain suspended (are not 

attached to the wall) to the entire droplets generated by the transducer during a specific period. 

An efficient design based on this design methodology can improve the effectiveness of the U-

LDEE by 45% [90].   However, similar to spray tower LDEE, the possibility of desiccant 

carryover with the air is more predominant in U-LDEE due to fine droplets of desiccant [30]. 

 

7.1.7 Hypergravity LDEE 

The rotating packed bed system operates based on hypergravity technology. It employs a 

rotating packing to create a centrifugal force which is significantly stronger than that of the 

gravity force. The created centrifugal force enhances the heat and mass transfer coefficients of 

gas and liquid streams [95]. The rotating packed bed was introduced by Ramshaw and 

Mallinson [96] and is widely used in many applications such as absorption, stripping, 

adsorption, distillation, desorption, nanoparticles production and reactive crystallization [97-

99]. Gu and Zhang [100] applied the rotating packed bed technology to LDEE, which is 

referred to as hypergravity LDEE (HG-LDEE). Due to the rotating packed bed, the desiccant 

is converted to thin films and fine droplets to improve the contact area in the HG-LDEE. Figure 

23 shows the schematic of a testbed of HG-LDEE. The performance of the HG-LDEE is better 

than that of the PB-LDEE due to its increased contact area and intensive mixing of water vapour 

in the desiccant or air [100]. Moreover, HG-LDEE has a self-cleaning mechanism due to its 

rotation. Furthermore, the centrifugal force separates the desiccant droplet from the air stream, 

and hence, there is no desiccant carryover in the HG-LDEE [101]. A detailed CFD study for 

determining the thermal characteristics of the HG-LDEE was carried out by Saurabh and 

Murthy [101].  

 

7.1.8 Vacuum LDEE 

The regeneration temperature in the LDAS depends on the dehumidification load and 

effectiveness of the LDEE, and the availability of the cooling energy source [10]. It varies 

between 50-80ºC for halide salt-based desiccants [102]. To reduce the regeneration 

temperature, Gao et al. [103] proposed a flash evaporation technique for the regeneration 

process in the LDEE. When the desiccant is introduced into *vacuum conditions, the water 

component in the desiccant gets superheated and consequently evaporates at a lower 
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temperature.  This is similar to flash evaporation in ice making, seawater desalination, 

biopharmaceuticals, etc. [103]. Figure 24 shows the schematic of the LDEE with flash 

evaporation technology, which is referred to as vacuum LDEE (V-LDEE) [104]. Similar to SC-

LDEE, V-LDEE is only used for the regeneration process in LDAS. As shown in Fig.24, the 

desiccant is heated in the generator section using the heating source at vacuum pressure. 

Consequently, the water is evaporates from the desiccant and condenses in the condenser 

section using the cooling source. 

 
 

Fig.23: Schematic of a test bed of HG-LDEE [100] 

 

 
Fig.24: Schematic of V-LDEE [104] 
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Figure 25 shows the regeneration temperature of LiBr desiccant at vacuum pressure. Due to 

the low regeneration temperature, V-LDEE reduces the energy consumption of the LDAS by 

40%.  In addition, V-LDEE improves the potential of the LDAS to utilize low-grade energy 

sources [102]. Moreover, the problem of desiccant carryover is avoided in the V-LDEE as there 

is no requirement of regenerative air.  Table-7 shows the differences between PB-LDEE and 

V-LDEE [102]. 

 

 
 

Fig.25: Regeneration temperature of LiBr desiccant at vacuum pressure [102]  

 

Table-7: Comparison between PB-LDEE and V-LDEE [102] 

 

PB-LDEE V-LDEE 

Works at atmospheric pressure Works at vacuum pressure 

Requires regenerative air to remove 

water vapour  
No need of regenerative air 

Mass transfer due to vapour pressure 

difference 
Boiling of water vapour due to vacuum pressure 

Regeneration can increase only by 

increasing the temperature of hot 

source  

Regeneration can increase by increasing 

temperature of the hot source or reducing the 

vacuum pressure 

Fan is required Vacuum pump is required 

 

7.1.9 Bubble absorption LDEE 

Kabeel [105] introduced the bubble absorption technique for the LDEE. The air was injected 

into the liquid desiccant storage tank instead of being passed over the surface of the flowing 

desiccant, as shown in Fig.26. The mass transfer performance of bubble absorption LDEE (BA-

LDEE) is better than that of the PB-LDEE. It was found that the dehumidification and 
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regeneration effectiveness of the BA-LDEE were 0.87 and 0.92, respectively [105]. An 

investigation by Saikiran and Benny [106] revealed that the mass transfer performance was 

independent of bubble size. The bubble absorption technology is well established in the closed 

sorption system as an alternative to the falling film type. Therefore, the performance 

enhancement techniques of bubble absorption developed so far in such an application can be 

utilized while designing a BA-LDEE for LDAS. Figure 27 summarizes such enhancement 

techniques [107]. Table-8 compares the characteristics of falling film and bubble type 

absorption processes [107].    

 

 
 

Fig.26: Schematic of BA-LDEE [106] 

 

 
 

Fig.27: Summary of performance enhancement techniques for bubble absorption [107] 
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Table-8: Comparison between falling film and bubble absorption processes [107] 

 

Characteristics Falling film absorption Bubble absorption 

Distributor Needs liquid distributor Needs vapour distributor 

Flow regime  Separated two-phase flow 
Non-separated two-phase 

flow 

Interface and mixing Poor Good 

Wettability  Has wettability issues Good wettability 

Heat transfer coefficient   
High heat transfer coefficient and 

stability 

Low heat transfer 

coefficient 

Increase in the gas flow 

rate 
Improves the performance 

Deteriorates the 

performance 

 

7.2 Indirect contact LDEE 

Most of the direct contact LDEEs restrict the application of LDAS in various residential and 

industrial sectors due to its desiccant carryover problems [5].  To mitigate this issue, indirect 

contact LDEEs have recently been developed with the aid of membrane-based technologies. 

The developments in various types of indirect contact LDEEs are discussed as follows.   

 

7.2.1 Membrane-based LDEE 

In the membrane-based LDEE, there is an intermediate membrane between the air and 

desiccant to avoid direct contact. It is commonly referred to as LAMEE (liquid to air membrane 

energy exchanger) [48]. The membrane is selected in such a way that it allows only the water 

vapour to pass through but not the desiccant [108]. Therefore, the desiccant carryover issues 

are avoided in the LAMEE. Moreover, the pressure drop of air and transient response delay 

time in LAMEE are lesser than those of the PB-LDEE [7]. The performance of the LAMEE 

significantly depends on the properties of the intermediate membrane. Ideally, the membrane 

should have high liquid penetration pressure for desiccants, modulus of elasticity, porosity, 

selectivity, temperature and chemical stability, durability and fouling resistance [109]. On the 

other hand, the membrane should have low water vapour diffusion resistance, tortuosity factor 

and be less expensive [109]. Among the desired properties, the permeability and selectivity of 

the membrane play significant roles in the performance of the LAMEE.  The membranes are 

mostly made up of polymer-based organic materials [110]. Ideally, the membrane in the 

LAMEE should be permeable only to water vapour. However, the other components of air, 

particularly nitrogen, can also diffuse through the membrane. The selectivity of water vapour 

with respect to nitrogen for various polymeric membranes was summarized by Metz et al. [111] 

and is shown in Fig. 28.  
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The selectivity of the membrane with respect to volatile organic compounds also plays a 

significant role in terms of indoor air quality (IAQ). This has been improved by coating 

techniques [110]. The silver cation coating on the membrane can improve IAQ by preventing 

airborne bacterial microorganisms [112].  In most simple membranes, the permeability and 

selectivity are incompatible with each other. Composite membranes can mitigate such 

incompatibility, and hence, such membranes are now utilized in LAMEE. The additional 

support layer increases the mechanical strength of the composite membrane [110]. According 

to the configuration, LAMEE can be broadly classified as flat plate and hollow fiber types [11], 

which are discussed below.  

 

 
 

Fig.28: Water vapour permeability and water vapour/N2 selectivity for various polymers at 

30°C [111] 

 

7.2.1.1 Flat plate LAMEE  

The configuration of the flat plate LAMEE is similar to that of the plate heat exchanger, as 

shown in Fig.29 (a). However, instead of plates, flat membranes are used to separate the air 

and desiccant channels. The flat plate type is simpler to construct and has a lesser pressure drop 

of air than the hollow fiber type [110]. In addition to operating conditions and membrane 

properties, the performance of the flat plate LAMEE depends on the spacing of air and 

desiccant channels. The decrease in the flow spacing increases the performance as well as the 

pressure drop. Therefore, the optimum air and desiccant channel gaps are 5-6 mm and 1-2 mm, 

respectively [113].   The membrane in the LAMEE can deflect from its position due to the 
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pressure difference between the air and desiccant streams. Such membrane deflection not only 

decreases the performance but also increases the pressure drop of air. This can be mitigated by 

using a membrane with high elastic modulus, pre-stressed membrane, support grid and insert, 

and membrane support layer [114, 115]. The inserts (i.e., air screen) are mostly placed on the 

airside, and thus, they disturb the airflow in the LAMEE. This, in turn, increases not only the 

convective coefficient but also the pressure drop of air. It was reported that the insert could 

improve the airside Nusselt number from 8.4 to 11.2 (at Re=620), which in turn increases the 

sensible, latent and total effectiveness by 4% [22].  

 

(a) (b)  

 

Fig.29: Schematic of (a) flat plate and (b) hollow fiber LAMEEs 

 

7.2.1.2 Hollow fiber LAMEE  

The schematic of the hollow fiber LAMEE is analogous to that of shell and tube heat 

exchanger, as shown in Fig.29 (b). However, the tubes are made up of membranes. Mostly, the 

desiccant flows in the tube, and air flows over the tubes [116]. The packing density of the 

hollow fiber type is higher than that of flat plate type [30].  The heat and mass transfer 

performance and the pressure drop of the staggered arrangement are higher than those of the 

inline arrangement of membrane tubes [117]. When compared to straight tubes, the curved 

tubes increase not only the performance but also the pressure drop of air [118]. Compared to 

single-channel hollow fiber, the multi-channel design has a higher contact area per unit volume 

and shear strength in both radial and axial directions [119]. To utilize these advantages, 

Bettahalli et al. [120] introduced a triple bore (a multi-channel design) hollow fiber LAMEE 

for the dehumidification process.  

The intermediate membrane between the air and desiccant not only avoids the desiccant 

carryover but also increases the heat and mass transfer resistances of LAMEE. Ge et al. [109] 
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found that the mass transfer performance of PB-LDEE was 16% higher than that of LAMEE 

under the same contact area, whereas LAMEE showed 13–20% better performance than PB-

LDEE under equal pressure drop conditions. It is expected that the pore of the membrane may 

be wetted by the desiccant, which can lead to leakage of desiccant into the airside after a long 

period of operation [30].  Moreover, the desiccant flow distribution in the membrane tubes of 

hollow fiber type [121] and channels of flat plate type is critical, as it can significantly influence 

the heat and mass transfer performance of the LAMEE [30]. 

The intermediate membrane increases the heat and mass transfer resistances of LAMEE, as 

mentioned earlier. This is majorly because of the boundary layer at the membrane-air interface. 

It is possible to reduce the resistance of the membrane by breaking the boundary layer. Hence, 

Gurubalan et al. [122] investigated the influence of ultrasound (which can break the boundary 

layer by its vibration) on the mass transfer performance of LAMEE. It was found that the 

vibration due to ultrasound enhances the performance of LAMEE by 1.5 times. 

 

7.2.2 Electrodialysis based LDEE 

The thermal energy requirement of the LDAS to regenerate its desiccant is quite large [30]. 

Moreover, in most cases, the regeneration process depends on the availability of low-grade 

energy sources, which in turn depends on weather conditions or industrial processes. The 

energy-saving potential of the LDAS is comparatively higher in hot and humid climatic 

conditions. On the other hand, the high humid regenerative air increases the regeneration 

temperature of desiccant, which decreases COP of the LDAS [123]. To mitigate this, a new 

type of regeneration process was developed based on electrodialysis technology, which works 

on electrical energy instead of thermal energy. Thus, this technology reduces the dependence 

of LDAS on low-grade energy sources [30].  

The electrodialysis method works based on the transport of ions through selective membranes 

under the influence of an electrical field [124].  This method has been widely used in 

applications such as desalination, purification, effluent treatment, recycling of industrial 

process streams and salt production [123]. Li and Zhang [123] introduced this method in 2009 

to regenerate the liquid desiccant. Electro-osmosis, osmosis, ion migration and diffusion are 

the four major mass transfer mechanisms in the electrodialysis assisted LDEE (E-LDEE). 

Electro-osmosis and osmosis are responsible for water transport, whereas the ion migration and 

diffusion govern transport of the ions through the membrane [125]. The schematic of the E-

LDEE is shown in Fig.30. Similar to SC-LDEE, E-LDEE is only used for the regeneration 
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process. As shown in Fig.30, the cation and anion exchange membranes are placed alternatively 

between the cathode and anode in each stack [126].  

 

 
 

Fig.30: Schematic of E-LDEE for LiCl regeneration with Li2SO4 as rinsing solution [126] 

 

When an electrolyte solution passes through the cell and potential difference is applied between 

electrodes, the cations move towards the cathode through the cation exchange membrane, 

whereas anions move towards the anode through the anion exchange membrane. The cations 

and anions cannot migrate through the anion and cation exchange membranes, respectively. 

This movement concentrates and dilutes the desiccant in the concentrate and dilute cells, 

respectively [123]. Since there is no requirement of regenerative air, the desiccant carryover is 

avoided in the E-LDEE. Li and Zhang [123] compared the performance of the E-LDEE and 

SC-LDEE.  The performance of the former was low due to the low efficiency of the solar 

photovoltaic panels (≈10%). Besides, the optimum concentration range of commonly used 

desiccants in E-LDEE is much lower when compared to its working concentration [30]. 

Therefore, more research must be done on E-LDEE to enable its application in the LDAS.  

 

7.2.3 Reverse osmosis LDEE 

Osmosis is a process in which the solvent is transported through the membrane due to the 

difference in trans-membrane concentration [127]. In contrast, pressure is applied to transfer 

the solvent in te reverse osmosis (RO) processes, as shown in Fig.31 [128]. RO process is 

extensively used in the application of seawater desalination [129]. Al-Farayedhi [127] 
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introduced the RO process for desiccant regeneration. When high pressure is applied to the 

diluted desiccant, the water molecules from the high-pressure side (desiccant side) migrate 

towards the low-pressure side (water side) through the semipermeable membrane. 

Consequently, the concentration of the desiccant increases since the salt ions cannot be 

transferred through the membrane. Unlike RO process in desalination, the membrane for the 

desiccant regeneration in RO based LDEE (RO-LDEE) should have high salt rejection with 

acceptable water permeability [128].  

 

 
 

Fig.31: Schematic of natural osmosis and RO processes [128] 

 

To improve the salt rejection, several techniques have been employed for RO membranes such 

as fabrication of membrane with fluorinated silica nanoparticles [130] and heat treatment [131]. 

The membranes modified with these techniques are more suitable for RO-LDEE. The operating 

pressure of the RO-LDEE is significantly higher than that of RO processes in desalination. For 

example, LiCl desiccant's osmotic pressure at 25% concentration is around 180 bar [127]. Such 

a high-pressure requirement restricts the application of the RO-LDEE. An osmotically assisted 

RO (ORO) process is an alternative option to the conventional RO processes to reduce the 

osmotic pressure in desalination applications [132]. Figure 32 shows the ORO process for 

regenerating liquid desiccant [128]. However, ORO process has not been studied so far for 

desiccant regeneration.   

 
 

Fig.32: Schematic of ORO process [128] 
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7.2.4 Membrane distillation LDEE 

Membrane distillation (MD) is a hybrid separation process based on thermal distillation and 

membrane separation [128, 132]. Unlike RO process, the water is hydraulically separated from 

the desiccant in MD process. In addition, MD process is independent of the osmotic pressure 

of desiccant [128]. The thermal energy requirement for MD process can be obtained from low-

grade energy sources. The water vapor pressure difference across the membrane is the driving 

force for the regeneration process in MD based LDEE (MD-LDEE). Various configurations of 

MD-LDEE are shown in Fig.33.   

 

 
 

Fig.33: Schematic of various MD-LDEE configurations [128] 

 

The low-temperature freshwater condenses the water vapour from the desiccant, and 

consequently, the desiccant is concentrated in direct contact type, as shown in Fig.33. However, 

the heat transfer between the water and desiccant through the membrane reduces the thermal 

efficiency of the MD-LDEE.  Thus, an alternative design with an air gap between the coolant 

and desiccant was proposed. Even though the air gap decreased the heat transfer between the 

coolant and desiccant, it increased the resistance for the water vapour transfer. Consequently, 
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the vacuum and sweep gas-assisted configurations were developed to improve both the thermal 

efficiency and water vapour transfer rate [128]. However, they require an additional vacuum 

pump and fan, which increases the energy consumption of the LDAS. MD-LDEEs with direct 

contact and vacuum type configurations have mostly been used so far [134-136]. The 

performance comparison study by Zhou et al. [134] proved that the regeneration rate of the 

MD-LDEE is 4.5-6 times higher than that of the conventional PB-LDEE. The study also found 

that the vacuum assisted MD-LDEE can reduce the energy consumption of the LDAS by 10-

37% [135]. The temperature and concentration polarizations are the inherent problems of the 

MD-LDEE [137, 138].  

 

7.3 Number of streams  

According to the number of streams, LDEEs are broadly classified as two, three and four fluid 

types, as shown in Fig.8. As the name indicates, the heat and mass transfer processes occur 

only between the desiccant and air in the two-fluid type, which is also referred to as adiabatic 

type (A-LDEE). The schematic of the A-LDEE for the dehumidification and regeneration 

processes is shown in Fig.34 (a) and (b), respectively. The heat of absorption generated during 

the dehumidification process raises the temperature of both air and desiccant which 

progressively declines the heat and mass transfer potentials of the A-LDEE. On the other hand, 

during the regeneration process, the heat transfer process between air and desiccant reduces the 

temperature of the desiccant. This, in turn, gradually reduces the mass transfer potential of A-

LDEE. To mitigate the issue of the decrease in the potentials in both dehumidification and 

regeneration processes, A-LDEE is always designed with a higher contact area and higher 

desiccant flow rate. The latter increases the operating cost of LDAS and the probability of 

desiccant carryover in the A-LDEE [8, 46].  

 

 
 

Fig.34: Schematic of A-LDEE for (a) dehumidification and (b) regeneration processes  
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The three-fluid type is also referred to as internally cooled or heated type (I-LDEE) since it has 

an additional hot or cold stream, as shown in Fig.35. The inlet temperature of the third fluid is 

lower and higher than that of the desiccant for the dehumidification and regeneration processes, 

respectively. During the dehumidification process, the additional cooling stream removes the 

heat of absorption, which maintains higher heat and mass transfer potentials in the I-LDEE. 

Similarly, during the regeneration process, the additional heating stream increases the 

temperature of the desiccant, which maintains higher heat and mass transfer potentials in the I-

LDEE.  PB-LDEE is the most researched ADLEE owing to its high heat and mass transfer 

performance. However, it is not suitable for the I-LDEE due to (i) difficulty in inserting the 

cooling or heating coil without damaging the fills and (ii) comparatively low contact area 

between the heating or cooling stream and desiccant [139]. Thus, most of the earlier works on 

direct contact I-LDEE were focused on the falling film type. The established heat exchanger 

configurations, namely pallet plate, plate-fin and tube-fin types, are widely used for falling film 

based I-LDEE [139]. In such types, the heating or cooling stream can be provided either in a 

separate channel, which is adjacent to the desiccant channel or in a tube placed in the desiccant 

channel [140, 141]. Liu et al. [139] compared the dehumidification performance of packed bed, 

parallel plate and tube-fin type I-LDEEs. The results revealed that the performance of tube-fin 

and packed bed was best and least among the selected configurations, respectively. To mitigate 

the corrosive issues of desiccant, Liu et al. [142] proposed a tube-fin type I-LDEE made up of 

the thermally conductive plastic material “polypropylene”.  The proposed material was more 

conductive than conventional plastic material. The volumetric mass transfer coefficient for the 

dehumidification process in the proposed I-LDEE was comparable with that of I-LDEE made 

of copper or aluminium.   

 

 
 

Fig.35: Schematic of I-LDEE for (a) dehumidification and (b) regeneration processes  
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The indirect contact LDEE was recently developed to mitigate the desiccant carryover issues. 

Therefore, there are limited studies on I-LDEE based on indirect contact type when compared 

to the direct contact type. Isetti et al. [108] introduced a hollow fiber type internally cooled 

LAMEE (I-LAMEE). Later, Abdel Salam et al. [50, 143] extensively studied the performance 

of flat plate type I-LAMEE for both dehumidification and regeneration processes. As expected, 

the performance of I-LAMEE was higher than that of adiabatic LAMEE (A-LAMEE).  

Most of the earlier comparisons considered the same desiccant inlet temperature for both          

A-LDEE and I-LDEE. However, under actual field operating conditions, the desiccant is 

precooled in a heat exchanger for the dehumidification process in the A-LDEE (Fig.34 (a)). In 

contrast, it is simultaneously cooled in the I-LDEE, as shown in Fig.35 (a). Therefore, the inlet 

temperature of desiccant in the A-LDEE is lower than that of I-LDEE for the dehumidification 

process. This operating condition was considered for the performance comparison of A-

LAMEE and I-LAMEE by Gurubalan et al. [144]. Even with a higher desiccant inlet 

temperature, I-LAMEE outperforms A-LAMEE. Further, the study concluded the same result 

with a comparison considering an equal heat transfer area between the cooling water and 

desiccant. To achieve complete air conditioning, the temperature of the air is controlled using 

desiccant through the membrane in the I-LAMEE. This is not an energy-efficient process due 

to the low thermal conductivity of membrane and desiccant (when compared to water). To 

alleviate this issue, Gurubalan et al. [21] proposed a new arrangement for I-LAMEE in which 

separate cooling streams are provided for both air and desiccant, as shown in Fig.36. In the 

proposed arrangement, the humidity and temperature of air are controlled by desiccant and 

cooling water, respectively.  

 
 

Fig.36: Schematic of I-LAMEE with separate cooling streams for both air and desiccant [21] 

 

The I-LDEE types discussed so far utilize an additional stream for the simultaneous cooling or 

heating of the desiccant to improve their performance. However, Lun et al. [145] proposed a 

self-cooled desiccant for the I-LDEE. The author proposed a blend of LiCl and ethanol as a 
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mixed desiccant. During the dehumidification process, the ethanol evaporates by absorbing the 

heat of absorption. This maintains a lower desiccant temperature, and therefore improves the 

heat and mass transfer potentials in the I-LDEE. However, the diffusion of ethanol into the air 

is unacceptable in the view of IAQ. I-LDEE requires a lesser desiccant flow rate than A-LDEE 

due to its high heat and mass transfer potentials. This reduces the initial and operating costs of 

the LDAS. In addition, the probability of desiccant carryover is low in I-LDEE when compared 

to A-LDEE [109]. To summarize, the advantages of I-LDEE over the A-LDEE are (i) higher 

mass transfer performance (ii) lower operating (i.e., desiccant pumping) cost (iii) required 

lesser mass flow rate of desiccant for the given dehumidification load (iv) lesser desiccant 

storage (v) lesser probability of desiccant carryover and (vi) smaller size [146-148].  

The four fluid LDEE is a modified I-LDEE (MI-LDEE) (Fig.37) and has so far been utilized 

only for the dehumidification process [149].  An additional secondary air stream is provided in 

the MI-LDEE to maintain the temperature of cooling water by evaporative cooling. It can be 

drawn separately from the ambient or bypassed from the conditioned air, as shown in Fig.38 

[150].  

 
 

Fig.37: Schematic of MI-LDEE [112] 

 

(a)   
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(b)  

 

Fig.38: Schematic of MI-LDEE with (a) separate secondary air and (b) bypassed primary air 

[150] 

 

7.4. Number of stages  

The desiccant is precooled in the A-LDEE, whereas it is simultaneously cooled in the I-LDEE 

for the dehumidification process, as discussed earlier. However, the increase in the desiccant 

temperature is inevitable in both A-LDEE and I-LDEE due to the heat of absorption released 

during the dehumidification process. The temperature rise of desiccant reduces the heat and 

mass transfer potentials in LDEEs. To mitigate this issue, the concept of multistage (Fig.39) is 

introduced. As shown in Fig.39, the desiccant is cooled separately in each stage. The 

irreversible losses in the multistage LDEE are lesser than that of single-stage LDEE because 

of maintaining a moderate mass transfer potential in each stage [12]. Consequently, the 

multistage design improves the performance of the LDAS. Kumar et al. [151] found that COP 

of LDAS with two and three-stage LDEEs was 67% and 116% higher than the single-stage, 

respectively. Even though the total mass flow rate of desiccant in multistage is higher than that 

of single-stage, the flow rate in each stage is low. Therefore, attention must be given to the 

distribution of desiccant in the multistage LDEE [12]. Similar to the dehumidification process, 

the regeneration process in the LDEE can be improved by introducing stages. Lowenstein et 

al. [152] presented a multi-effect LDEE (Fig.40) for the regeneration process. The working 

principle of such a LDEE and generator in the double-effect absorption refrigeration system is 

almost similar and independent of conditions of ambient air.   

In general, the performance of the E-LDEE is lesser than that of the PB-LDEE [123]. Therefore, 

to improve the performance, Li et al. [153] studied the effect of staging in E-LDEE. It was 

numerically found that the two-stage E-LDEE could save more than 70% energy compared to 
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the single-stage E-LDEE. For higher solution concentration, the regeneration performance of 

MD-LDEE is significantly low even at a higher hot source temperature. To mitigate this, Datta 

et al. [154] presented a novel multi-stage configuration (Fig.41) to improve the performance of 

the MD-LDEE.  Similarly, Chen et al. [155] developed an optimized multi-stage design 

(Fig.42) for the vacuum assisted MD-LDEE. It was numerically found that the energy 

consumption of the proposed MD-LDEE was 40-50% and 10-16% lesser than that of single-

stage PB-LDEE and MD-LDEE, respectively. Most of the earlier work on multi-stage 

configurations was focussed on the A-LDEE. Recently, Cheng et al. [156] analyzed the effect 

of staging on the I-LDEE (Fig.43). It was found that the dehumidification efficiency of multi-

stage I-LDEE was 7.3% higher than that of single-stage I-LDEE. Moreover, the optimum 

number of stages increased with an increase in the mass flow rate of air. 

 

 
 

Fig.39: Schematic of multistage LDEE for dehumidification process [12] 

 

 
 

Fig.40: Schematic of multistage LDEE for regeneration process [152] 
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Fig.41: Schematic of multistage MD-LDEE for regeneration process [154] 

 
 

Fig.42: Schematic of the multistage vacuum-assisted MD-LDEE for regeneration process 

[155] 

 

Xiong et al. [157, 158] proposed a LDAS with two-stage LDEE for both dehumidification and 

regeneration processes. In contrast to the conventional multi-stage LDEE, the air is 

dehumidified using CaCl2 and LiBr in the first and second stages, respectively. As expected, 

COP of multistage LDAS was higher than that of single-stage LDAS. Also, employing 

different desiccants in each stage improved the energy storage capacity and reduced the initial 

cost of the LDAS. To minimize the effect of corrosion by the liquid desiccant, Zhang et al. 

[159] proposed an innovative multistage LDAS in which air was heated or cooled (instead of 

desiccant) between the stages, as shown in Fig.44.   
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Fig.43: Schematic of multistage I-LDEE for dehumidification process [156] 

 

 

 

Fig.44: Schematic of LDAS with two-stage LDEE [159] 

 

7.5 Flow configuration 

Flow configuration plays a significant role in the design and performance of LDEE. The effect 

of various flow configurations on A-LDEE and I-LDEE are discussed as follows. 
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7.5.1 Flow configuration of A-LDEE 

A-LDEEs were initially developed with three basic flow patterns, namely parallel, cross and 

counter, as shown in Fig.45. As expected, the performance of counterflow is the highest due to 

uniform heat and mass transfer potentials, and the crossflow is intermediate among the three 

flow patterns [160, 161]. However, there are a few exceptions, which are explained as follows. 

To reduce the effect of corrosion of liquid desiccant, Liu et al. [162] introduced a new design 

for LDEE in which air was heated instead of desiccant for the regeneration process. In this 

proposed design, the parallel flow showed better performance than the counterflow. However, 

the results revealed that the performance of LDEE with desiccant heating was higher than that 

of LDEE with air heating. For FF-LDEE, the theoretical study by Ali et al. [163] confirmed 

that the parallel flow performed better than the counterflow for the dehumidification process.  

Zhang et al. [164, 165] found that the performance of the hollow fiber A-LAMEE with 

crossflow was higher than that with counterflow.  

 

 
 

Fig.45: Schematic of (a) parallel flow (b) counterflow and (c) crossflow configurations  

 

The header arrangements for parallel and counterflow configurations are not easy to install. 

Therefore, the crossflow is the most studied flow configuration in the A-LDEE [166]. In 

addition, the crossflow can potentially alleviate the desiccant carryover in the direct contact 

LDEE [167].  Even though the crossflow is preferred for LDEE due to its simple header design, 

its mass transfer performance is 10% lesser than that of the counterflow [168]. To mitigate this, 

Vali et al. [168, 169] proposed a counter-crossflow configuration (Fig.46 (a)) in which the 

header design is simpler, similar to crossflow. With equal contact area, the mass transfer 

performance of counter-cross flow configuration is better than that of crossflow but less than 

that of counterflow. The optimum aspect and entrance (desiccant inlet to outlet header length) 
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ratios should be less than 0.3 and 0.25, respectively [168].  Huang et al. [170] proposed a 

hexagonal-shaped LDEE as an alternative to the crossflow configuration (Fig. 46(b)).  

However, the performance of this LDEE was lesser than that of LDEE with crossflow [171].   

For the given flow configuration, the desiccant can flow either from top to bottom or bottom 

to top. However, LAMEE with bottom to top desiccant flow has higher effectiveness when the 

heat capacity ratio between the desiccant and air is less than 5. This is because the effect of 

membrane deflection is minimum at a lower heat capacity (i.e., a lower desiccant flow rate) 

when the desiccant flows from bottom to top. However, the performance of the LAMEE is 

independent of desiccant flow direction at a higher heat capacity ratio (>5) [172].   

 

 
 

Fig.46: Schematic of LDEE with (a) counter-cross flow and (b) hexagonal shape 

 

7.5.2 Flow configuration of I-LDEE 

There are several flow configurations in I-LDEE due to its additional cooling or heating stream. 

In general, the desiccant flows from top to bottom (driven by gravity) in the direct contact 

LDEE.  Accordingly, there are ten flow configurations that have been studied so far for I-LDEE 

[46]. Figure 47 shows these flow configurations [173]. Liu et al. [146] compared the 

dehumidification performance of six configurations (II-2.1, II-2.2, II-3, III-1, III-2, III-3) in the 

plate type I-LDEE. Among the selected configurations, I-LDEE with air and desiccant in 

counterflow arrangement (II-3 and III-3) had the highest performance. In addition, there was 

no significant difference in performance between the II-3 and III-3 configurations as well as 

between the remaining four configurations. Therefore, for dehumidification processes, I-LDEE 

has the flexibility of placing the headers for the cooling water.  Liu at al. [173] reconfirmed 

that the dehumidification performance of III-3 configuration was the best among the ten 

configurations shown in Fig.47. However, this conclusion was valid only under any one of the 
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three operating conditions, namely (i) low desiccant and cooling water flow rates, (ii) low 

desiccant inlet temperature and (iii) a high desiccant inlet concentration. Therefore, the study 

recommended III-2 configuration due to evenly distributed heat and mass transfer potentials in 

I-LDEE [146]. Peng and Luo [174] compared six configurations (I-1, II-2.1, II-2.2, II-3, III-1, 

III-3) for the regeneration processes in the I-LDEE. The results revealed that the influences of 

flow configurations on the performance of the I-LDEE was insignificant. The above 

conclusions on the influence of flow configurations on I-LDEE are not valid if the refrigerant 

is used as a cooling or heating stream. This is because the temperature of the refrigerant is 

stable, and the direction of refrigerant flow is insignificant [46].  

 

 
 

Fig.47: Flow configurations of three fluid LDEE [136] 

 

Ali et al. [163] numerically compared the flow configurations of the I-LDEE with refrigerant 

as an additional stream. The results revealed that the parallel and counter flow showed better 

performance for the dehumidification and regeneration processes, respectively. As mentioned 

earlier in Section 7.3, Gurubalan et al. [21] proposed a new arrangement for I-LAMEE. The 

air and desiccant in the counterflow arrangement resulted in a better performance of the               
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I-LDEE [146, 173]. Therefore, the same arrangement was preferred in the proposed I-LAMEE. 

Hence, with respect to cooling water, the four possible configurations are (a) all counterflow 

(ACF) (b) cooling water and desiccant in counterflow (CWD) (c) cooling water and air in 

counterflow (CWA) and (d) all parallel flow (APF), as shown in Fig.48. The study 

experimentally compared these configurations for the dehumidification processes.  Even 

though ACF configuration performed best, the authors recommended CWD configuration for 

the ease of header design.   

 

 
 

Fig.48: Schematic of (a) ACF (b) CWD (c) CWA and (d) APF flow configurations of I-

LAMEE [21] 

 

8. Mathematical Models 

The working principle of LDEE for the application of dehumidification and regeneration 

processes is the same except for the direction of water vapor transfer, as mentioned earlier in 

Section 2. Therefore, the governing equations and modelling technique for these processes are 

the same. The commonly used models for the performance evaluation and control of LDEE are 

explained as follows [7].  

The finite difference model is the most used modelling technique so far [7, 57, 175]. In the 

model, the governing equations consider the mass and energy balance of air and desiccant 

streams. Moreover, the heat and mass transfer coefficients are estimated for the constant heat 

flux and concentration boundary conditions, respectively [22, 176]. However, the actual 

boundary conditions are neither constant temperature nor constant concentration boundary 

conditions [177]. Hence, in the conjugate heat and mass transfer model, the naturally formed 

boundary conditions according to the air and desiccant flow conditions are considered. 

Therefore, the conjugate heat and mass transfer model is more accurate than the finite 

difference model [178]. 
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Based on the performance at different operating conditions, various effectiveness correlations 

are available in literature for almost all the types of LDEEs [7, 57, 175]. Such correlations are 

utilized in the effectiveness-NTU model for the performance evaluation of LDEEs.  This model 

needs less computational time than the finite difference and conjugate heat and mass transfer 

models [57, 175]. The prediction of the annual performance of the above discussed models of 

LDEE requires significant amount of time and computational efforts. On the other hand, the 

simplified model is most suitable for such analysis since it uses simple correlations to predict 

the performance of the LDEE. The correlations are developed based on the experimental 

performance of the LDEE. However, the correlations may not be appropriate for all operating 

conditions [7, 57, 175]. Hence, the simplified model can have a high estimation errors and 

computational time. To mitigate this, the artificial neural network model is used to simulate the 

performance of the LDEEs which is more accurate and faster than the other models in 

predicting the annual performance of LDEE [179]. 

The hybrid model is suitable for the real-time performance monitoring, control and 

optimization of the LDEE [180]. The model consists of two simple non-linear equations for 

the heat and mass transfer processes. Such equations are used to find the operating parameters 

to control and optimize the performance of the LDEE. The models explained so far are used to 

investigate only the steady state performance of the LDEE. Hence, Wang et al. [181] developed 

a detailed dynamic model to analyze the dynamic characteristics which influences the design 

of controllers and operating strategies of the LDEE. In the dynamic model, the parameters such 

as thermal mass of packing or membrane, air and desiccant held in LDEE are considered since 

these parameters delay the heat and mass transfer processes [181].  

 

9. Conclusion  

Liquid desiccant energy exchangers (LDEEs) are the performance influencing components of 

the liquid desiccant air conditioning system (LDAS), which is an energy-efficient and eco-

friendly alternative to the conventional air conditioning system. The developments of LDEEs 

are critically reviewed in the present study. The characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages 

of LDEEs are summarized and presented in Appendix A. The salient conclusions from the 

present review are listed as follows.  

 Direct contact LDEEs are extensively studied due to their high effectiveness, and 

simple structure and arrangement. However, the desiccant carryover issues restrict their 

application in the LDAS. 
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 Packed bed LDEE (PB-LDEE) is the most studied direct contact type. It not only has a 

higher mass transfer performance but also has a higher pressure drop in the airside. The 

recent developments in the packing material are promising in terms of improving the 

performance as well as reducing the pressure drop of air.  

 Spray tower LDEE is more compact and simpler in construction than PB-LDEE. 

However, due to the fine sprayed droplets, the possibility of desiccant carryover is more 

predominant in spray tower LDEE. 

 Falling film type is the most suitable configuration for the internally cooled or heated 

LDEEs, and its performance can be improved by utilizing surface modification, film 

inverting, and coating techniques. 

 Solar collector based LDEEs are suitable only for the regeneration process. They 

simplify and reduce the initial and operating costs of LDAS due to the absence of a 

separate desiccant regeneration chamber.  

 Pressurized LDEE is more suitable for the application where the air needs to be dried 

to a very low specific humidity (around 1 g/kg).  

 Due to fine atomization of desiccant, the ultrasound-based LDEE not only requires a 

lower desiccant flow rate (40-75%) and regeneration temperature (around 4.5ºC lower) 

but also consumes less energy (60% lower) than the PB-LDEE. 

 Hypergravity, bubble absorption, and vacuum-based LDEEs are attractive options for 

LDAS. However, they have not yet been studied in detail thus far.   

 Indirect contact LDEEs were developed to avoid the desiccant carryover with the air. 

However, their mass transfer performance is lower than that of most of the direct 

contact LDEEs.  

 Membrane-based LDEE (LAMEE) is the most studied indirect contact type.  Unlike 

the other types of indirect contact LDEEs, it can be used for both dehumidification and 

regeneration processes.  

 Electrodialysis based LDEE (E-LDEE) works on electrical energy instead of thermal 

energy, and hence, it reduces the dependence of the LDAS on the availability of low-

grade energy sources. However, the optimum concentration range of commonly used 

desiccants in E-LDEE is much lower when compared to their working concentration. 

 Reverse osmosis based LDEE has been adopted from desalination applications. The 

operating pressure of the regeneration process is significantly higher than that of the 

desalination process. 
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 Membrane distillation based LDEE works on the principle of thermal distillation and 

membrane separation. Its desiccant regeneration rate is 4.5-6 times higher than that of 

PB-LDEE. 

 An additional cooling or heating stream is provided in the internally cooled or heated 

LDEE (I-LDEE) to improve its efficiency for dehumidification and regeneration 

processes. The mass transfer performance of the I-LDEE is higher than that of the 

adiabatic LDEE (A-LDEE). Multi-staging is also an effective technique to improve the 

efficiency of the LDEEs.  

 Counter-cross flow is the most suitable configuration for A-LDEE in terms of the 

performance and header design.  

 For I-LDEE, the air and desiccant in the counterflow arrangement shows a better 

performance for the dehumidification process, whereas the influences of flow 

configurations are insignificant for the regeneration process.  

 Halide salt-based desiccants are widely used in LDAS due to their attractive 

performance. However, they are more corrosive and costlier than glycol-based 

desiccants. Ionic liquids are currently considered promising desiccants due to their 

lower vapour pressure, lower regeneration temperature, and non-corrosiveness.  

 

10. Suggested Topics for Future Research 

There have been a number of research studies on LDEEs over the last two decades. However, 

their application is limited and not widely used in the field HVAC systems.  To mitigate this 

problem, future research should prioritize the following topics. 

 Practical problems of LDEEs: Cross contamination is the major issue in most of the 

direct contact LDEEs since it can ditoriate the indoor air quality of the air conditioning 

room and also corrodes the air handling equipment. Similarly, the leakage and blockage 

(due to crystallization of desiccant) of the membrane are the key problems in the 

indirect contact LDEEs. Due to these practical problems, LDEEs are not widely used 

in the air handling systems. On the other hand, most of the available literature on 

LDEEs are focussed only on performance evaluation and hence, the future studies 

should have a focus on these practical problems of LDEEs.  

 Long term performance study in the practical systems: Most of LDEEs research are still 

theoretical or laboratory-scale experiments rather than practical systems. Hence, more 

research should be directed towards the performance study of LDEEs on the practical 
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systems (i.e., field study). In addition, the long-term performance data from the field 

study is essential to identify the effects of scaling, fouling and ageing of the contact 

materials. Moreover, the long-term performance data is vital to assess the maintenance 

cost which is useful to analyze the economic feasibility of LDEEs in the practical 

systems.  

 Noncorrosive and inexpensive solution: Most of the conventional desiccants are 

corrosive. On the other hand, the alternatives are costlier and lesser efficient than the 

conventional desiccants. Hence, there is a need for an efficient, inexpensive and non-

corrosive desiccant or additives, which can nullify the corrosive nature of conventional 

desiccants without altering the other properties. 

 Compatible material for efficient heat and mass transfer: Contact material between the 

air and desiccant in LDEEs should withstand the corrosive nature of desiccant and also 

have less heat and mass transfer resistance.  

 Generalized design and performance control methodology: Design methodologies are 

available for the solid desiccant-based energy exchangers [182]. Similar design 

methodology is essential for HVAC designers and engineers to develop LDEEs for 

different applications. Moreover, the studies on the control variables are still 

theoretical or small-scale experiments and thus, the future researches should develop a 

control methodology based on the practical experiments.    

Based on the current review, the proposed specific suggestions for further research on LDEEs 

are listed below.  

 Performance characterization of LDAS with desiccant based latent thermal energy 

storage.  

 Performance analysis of LDAS with bubble absorption LDEEs. 

 Performance of PB-LDEE with innovative next generation randomly packing fills.  

 Effect of various surface modification techniques (e.g., scratched surfaces, micro-

finned tubes, corrugated plates) on the performance of FF-LDEE.  

 Performance analysis of the internally cooled or heated based hollow fiber LAMEE.  

 Performance analysis of osmotically assisted reverse osmosis LDEE. 

 Developing desiccant based performance parameters for the regeneration process in I- 

LDEE. 

 Performance analysis of of spray tower, hypergravity, bubble absorption based I-

LDEE. 
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 Influence of flow configuration on the performance of I-LAMEE and membrane 

distillation LDEE. 

 Comparison between the series and parallel flow configurations of the multi-stage 

LDEE. 

 Comprehensive comparison of halide salt type, glycol type, weak organic acid type and 

ionic liquid type desiccants based on the marking criteria of Studak and Peterson [29]. 
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Table-A.1: Summary of direct contact liquid desiccant energy exchangers (LDEEs) 
 

Type of LDEE Characteristics Process Advantage Disadvantage 

1. Packed bed 

LDEE 

(PB-LDEE) 

Packing materials improve the 

contact area between air and 

desiccant 

Dehumidification 

and 

Regeneration 

Comparatively higher heat and mass 

transfer performance 

 Comparatively higher pressure drop 

for air 

 To improve the wetting, either 

coating or higher desiccant flow rate 

is required.  

 Desiccant carryover 

2. Spray tower 

LDEE 

Desiccant is sprayed to 

improve the contact area 

between air and desiccant 

Dehumidification 

and 

Regeneration 

When compared to PB-LDEE 

 Simpler construction 

 Lesser initial and operating 

costs 

 More compactness 

 Lesser pressure drop of air  

Desiccant carryover (in regular tower 

design) 
 

3. Falling film 

LDEE 

Desiccant flows by gravity as a 

continuous thin film over the 

surface of tubes or plates 

Dehumidification 

and 

Regeneration 

 Most suitable configuration for 

internally cooled or heated 

LDEE (I-LDEE) 

 Pressure drop of air is lesser 

than that in PB-LDEE 

 Desiccant carryover  

 Higher initial cost 

 Difficult to maintain the required 

film thickness throughout LDEE 

4. Solar collector 

based LDEE 

Combines the effects of 

photothermal transformation 

and regeneration of the 

desiccant 

Regeneration 

 More efficient in terms of solar 

utilization ratio 

 Simpler construction 

 Lesser initial and operating 

costs 

Performance critically depends on 

climatic conditions 

5.Pressurized 

LDEE 

Pressure of air is increased to 

improve the mass transfer 

driving potential 

Dehumidification 

Most suitable for the application 

where air is required at a very low 

specific humidity (<1 gw/kgda) 
 

 Energy consumption of liquid 

desiccant air conditioning system 

(LDAS) would increase due to the 

compressor 

 Desiccant carryover 

 Higher initial and operating costs 
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Table-A.1: Summary of direct contact LDEEs (Cont.) 
 

Type of LDEE Characteristics Process Advantage Disadvantage 

6. Ultrasound 

based LDEE 

It employs an ultrasound transducer which convert 

the desiccant into finely atomized (≈50 µm 

diameter) droplets to improve the contact area 

between air and desiccant 

Dehumidification 

and 

Regeneration 

When compared to PB-

LDEE, it requires 

 Lower desiccant flow 

rate (40-75%)  

 Lesser desiccant 

regeneration 

temperature (≈4.5ºC)  

 Lesser energy (60%)  
 

Desiccant carryover 

7.Hypergravity 

LDEE 

It employs a rotating packed bed which convert the 

desiccant into thin films and fine droplets to 

improve the contact area between air and desiccant 

Dehumidification 

and 

Regeneration 

 Higher heat and mass 

transfer performance 

than PB-LDEE 

 Self cleaning 

mechanism due to 

rotation 

No desiccant carryover 

 Energy consumption of 

LDAS would increase due 

to the motor 

 Higher initial and 

operating costs  
 

8. Vacuum LDEE 

Required regeneration temperature of desiccant is 

reduced by introducing vacuum condition inside 

LDEE 
Regeneration 

 Lesser desiccant 

regeneration 

temperature  

 No need of 

regenerative air 

No desiccant carryover 

 Energy consumption of 

LDAS would increase due 

to the vacuum pump 

 Higher initial and 

operating costs  

 

9. Bubble 

absorption LDEE 

Air is injected into the liquid desiccant storage 

tank instead of being passed over the surface of 

flowing desiccant 

Dehumidification 

and 

Regeneration 

Higher heat and mass 

transfer performance 

than PB-LDEE 

 More fan power is 

required  

 Desiccant carryover 
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Table-A.2: Summary of indirect contact LDEEs 

 

Type of LDEE Characteristics Process Advantage Disadvantage 

1. Membrane-

based LDEE 

An intermediate membrane is introduced 

between the air and desiccant to avoid 

direct contact 

Dehumidification 

and 

Regeneration 

 No desiccant carryover 

 Lesser pressure drop of 

air and transient 

response delay time 

than PB-LDEE 

Under same contact area, the 

heat and mass transfer 

performance are lesser than that 

of PB-LDEE 

2. Electrodialysis 

based LDEE 

Works based on electrochemical membrane 

separation method which is the transport of 

ions through selective membranes under the 

influence of an electrical field 

Regeneration 

 No desiccant carryover 

 No need of regenerative 

air 

Works on electrical 

energy instead of 

thermal energy 

Optimum concentration range of 

commonly used desiccants is much 

lower when compared to its working 

concentration 

3. Reverse 

osmosis LDEE 

Works based on reverse osmosis method in 

which the pressure is applied to transfer the 

solvent through the membrane 
Regeneration 

 No desiccant carryover 

 No need of regenerative 

air 

Works on pressure 

energy instead of 

thermal energy 

 Requires a very high working 

pressure (>100 bar) 

 Energy consumption of LDAS 

would increase due to the pump 

Higher initial and operating costs 

4. Membrane 

distillation LDEE 
Combines the effects of on thermal 

distillation and membrane separation 
Regeneration 

 No desiccant carryover 

 No need of regenerative 

air 

 

 Temperature and concentration 

polarizations 

 

 


